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GRADING 
A WORKBOOK OF MANUAL LAND GRADING TECHNIQUES 
Grading is the act of altering the earth's surface by 
cutting and/or filling in order to provide areas for 
functional uses such as building platforms, 
recreational fields, circulqti6n, and land drainage. 
' 
This workbook introduces manual (non-computer 
assisted) techniques for grading. It is suitable for 
either classroom teaching or self-paced learning, 
and was developed for students in Landscape 
Architecture. It has twelve sections. 
1 . Land Form Interpretation 
2. Contour Interpolation 
3. The G:D:L Relationships 
4. Grading Standards 
5. Grading for Platforms 
6. Grading for Drainage 
7. Grading for Circulation 
8. Extent of Earthworks 
9. Moulding Earthworks 
10. Grading Drawings 
11. Quantities 
12. Grading Design 
Sections contain explanatory text, worked 
examples, and worksheets which allow testing of 
gained knowledge and skills. Answers to the 
worksheets are included. 
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1 . corrections of minor errors; 
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3. use of sloping platform as examples in Section 7 Extent of Earthworks and Section 8 Moulding of Earthworks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Grading is basic to the work of Landscape Architects concerned with design on the land. Gradients 
conducive to easy use, rainwater drained away, and land slope contributing to functional and 
aesthetic use are all essential to the amenity and pleasure of external environments. 
This workbook has been prepared specifically to support the program of landscape construction for 
students in Landscape Architecture. It is concerned primarily with the technical design of grading 
rather than with its aesthetic design. It must be stressed that the two aspects are rarely separate; 
what is designed should be technically correct and aesthetically pleasing - it needs to look good as 
well as to function effectively. 
This revised edition contains amended and new content which has evolved out of student classes 
and discussion with colleagues. I am pleased to have on record that every delivery of this 
workbook material has resulted in my own better understanding of grading and the techniques for 
its calculation and communication. 
Content 
The workbook begins simply with land form and its appearances in plan and sketch form, contours, 
and cross-sections. It continues with contour interpolation methods, gradient calculations, and 
introduces standard requirements for grading. 
Techniques of grading for platforms, drainage, and circulation then follow, with worked examples in 
the text. This revised edition contains expanded material on moulding of earthworks and 
determination of extent of earthworks. Calculation methods for determining earthworks quantities 
and sections on grading drawings and design complete the input. 
Each section is followed by work-sheets which require the cumulative understanding of the 
workbook content. Three completed designs are included to allow users to show their 
competencies in preparing grading drawings. 
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills 
No specialised knowledge or skills are needed. It is presumed that all users are able to undertake 
simple mathematical calculations, to use simple functions on a calculator, and to use a scale and 
simple drafting techniques. 
Equipment Required 
Scale 1 :500, 1 :200, 1:1 00, 1 :20 
Adjustable set square and T square 
Protractor 
Drafting compass and metric circle guide 
Calculator (simple + - + x % functions) 
Pencils, eraser, A4 tracing paper sheets. 
Major References 
Landphair and Klatt (1979) Landscape Architecture Construction, Elsevier 
Munson, Albe (1974) Construction Design for Landscape Architects, McGraw Hill 
Untermann, R. Grade Easy, ASLA Foundation 
Carpenter, Jot (1976) Handbook of Landscape Architectural Construction, ASLA Foundation 
Parker, H and McGuire, J (1954) Simplified Site Engineering for Architects and Builders, Wiley and 
Sons 
Thomas, Glenn (soon to be published) Landscape Construction Notes 
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Acknowledgments 
The format of Section 1 is influenced by the work of Untermann in Grade Easy; much of the 
tabulated material in Section 9 is or has been adapted from Queensland Transport's (formerly Main 
Roads Department) Road Design Manual. 
I have appreciated the valuable challenges, critiques, and support from my colleagues and students 
in the School of Planning, Landscape Architecture, and Surveying in the revision of this work. 
How to Use the Workbook 
The workbook has been designed to be used either as a formal input through class sessions or as 
individual self-paced learning. 
In both cases: 
(a) proceed systematically through the workbook, completing each section and worksheet in 
order (past students have found it advantageous to rough work on tracing paper overlays 
above the worksheets and then to formalise the results on the worksheet itself); 
(b) check worksheet results against the solutions. Where there are noticeable differences, 
resolve them before proceeding (take notice of the advice about use of the solutions); 
(c) always endeavour to improve your accuracy and understanding with each section. 
The Grading Workbook has been produced specifically as a loose-leaf publication and Worksheet 
exercises are always printed with a blank (but numbered) page on the reverse side so that each 
may be used on a drawing board. Ensure that you maintain and take advantage of this format. 
Comments and Feedback 
Comments and feedback on the content and its presentation are welcomed and should be made 
direct to me at the address shown below. 
George Williams 
School of Planning, Landscape Architecture, and Surveying 
Queensland University of Technology 
Gardens Point 
GPO Box 2434 
Brisbane Q 4001 
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SECTION 1 -LAND FORM INTERPRETATION 
The relative levels and. form of the land may be shown graphically by either of two methods or 
by a combination of them: 
(a) Spot Levels; 
(b) Contours. 
SPOT LEVELS 
Definitions 
A spot level is the height at a specific point expressed in metres and millimetres measured in 
relation to a defined datum or base height. 
The defined datum may be a Standard Datum (mean sea level), Australian Height Datum (AHD), 
or a job or arbitrary datum (established for a particular project or site and not necessarily related 
to either of the above). Levels related to other than Standard Datum are referred to as Reduced 
Levels (RL). It is usual to define the datum on all relevant drawings. 
A spot level is always expressed to three decimal places (eg 48.356) which then accords with 
the preferred Australian Standard of expressing building/construction distances and 
measurements in metres and millimetres. 
The exact location of a spot level must be shown or be readily identifiable. Where applicable, 
the location may also be identified. 
eg + 48.356 
+ TK 48.356 (where TK is Top of Kerb - see Section on Grading Drawings for list of 
accepted abbreviations.) 
Uses 
Spot levels are used: 
(a) in initial interpretation of land form following use of land surveying equipment and 
techniques; 
(b) in grading and associated drawings when gradients are small (eg in urban courtyards 
where construction involving gradients needs high level of accuracy and where the 
use of contours would not allow detailed interpretation); 
(c) in some methods of calculating quantities; 
(d) to indicate levels of high or low points which are not able to be shown by other 
means; 
(e) in implementation drawings to ensure on-site accuracy. 
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CONTOURS 
Definitions 
A contour is a line drawn on a plan which connects all points of equal level in relation to a 
defined datum or base level. It denotes a line of junction between a horizontal plane of a 
specific level and the ground surface; note that these horizontal planes extend above, below, 
and beyond the land surface. 
In grading communication, contours are shown generally as dashed (broken) line for existing 
and full line for new or amended contours. Each fifth or tenth contour may be in a heavier line 
to aid visual interpretation. 
-
..---"-- -·-- -- ~ 
The level of contours must be shown. The difference in level between two consecutive 
contours is the Contour Interval. In most drawings, contours will be at whole metre intervals. 
Smaller intervals may be at half or quarter metre. Be aware that while the contour interval 
should be consistent on a drawing, there may be more than one interval in specific instances -
always check. 
Characteristics of Contours - refer to plan on next page 
1. All points on a contour line have the same level: a contour line connects points of equal 
level. 
2. Every contour closes on itself within or beyond the limits of the site. 
3. A contour which closes on itself within the limits of a site is either a summit or a 
depression. A depression is indicated usually by the level at the lowest point with a spot 
level or the letter D placed there, and by short hachure marks placed on the low side of the 
contour line (see No. 3). A summit is indicated usually by a spot level at the highest point 
(see No. 3a). 
4. Contour lines never cross other contours except where there is an overhanging cliff, natural 
bridge, or arched rock (see No. 4). 
5. Contours never split. However, occasionally two contours of the same level will be side by 
side. This indicates either a high or a low area: it will be high if the levels of contours fall 
each side (see No. 5) and low if the contour levels each side increase (see No. 5a). 
6. Contours which are equally spaced indicate a uniform slope (see No. 6). 
7. On a concave slope, the contours are at decreasing intervals going uphill: the lower 
contours are further apart than the higher contours (see No. 7). 
8. On a convex slope, the contours are at increasing intervals going uphill: the higher contours 
are further apart than lower contours (see No. 8). 
Landscape Architecture OUT 
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9. A valley is indicated by contours pointing uphill (see No. 9): the contour lines extend along the 
valley on one side, turn at the stream, and extend back the other side. 
10. Generally, contours which are close together indicate a steep slope (see No. 10). Contours 
which are far apart indicate a relatively level or slight slope (see No. 10a). 
11. The steepest slope (and the stated gradient of that slope) runs perpendicular to the contours. 
Note that surface water will drain this direction. 
Contour Interpretation 
In all cases, note that the contours are the junction of the horizontal planes of specified level and 
the ground surface. These planes continue above and below the ground surface. 
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A valley is represented by contours which 
point uphill. 
The section is taken along line AA and 
indicates the vertical profile of the land form 
along that line. Drawing cross-sections is 
covered later. 
A Summit is indicated by concentric closed 
contours and adequate contour numbering 
to distinguish it from a depression. Both 
summit and depression are noted with spot 
level at the highest and lowest points 
respectively. 
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A ridge is shown similar to a valley, but the 
contours point downhill (note carefully the 
contour numbering, for this is the easiest 
way to determine if the land form is ridge or 
valley - ridges and valleys are often very 
wide and difficult to distinguish on a large 
scale map). 
A concave slope is shown with "parallel" 
contours, with the more closely spaced 
contours at the higher levels. 
·I e. A convex slope is shown with "parallel" 
-
-
-
-I r--... 
16 contours, each further apart with the closer 
contours at the lower levels. 
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The Numbering of Contours 
Two adjacent contours with the same level 
indicate either a ridge or a valley. 
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There are several methods of numbering contours. Be aware of this and always be sure you 
understand the form of the land as shown by the contours before you proceed. 
Be consistent with your use of method. 
1. Numbering above the contour (this method is used throughout this Workbook) 
2. Numbering on contour 
3. Numbering on contour as if walking uphill 
This list is not exhaustive. 
Landscape Arehltocturo OUT 
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DRAWING CROSS-SECTIONS 
A cross-section is a vertical profile through a specified vertical plane shown by a line drawn on a 
plan. Typical landform cross-sections are shown in the preceding diagrams. 
Cross-sections are important because they: 
1. indicate graphically the vertical form of the land. Contour plans give only horizontal 
dimensions, and while the resultant landform may be brain-interpolated into a vertical 
dimension it is often necessary to delineate it in more detail; 
2. are of immediate help in evaluating the effects of new landform proposals; 
3. communicate clearly the extent of landform change in design drawings and/or working details; 
and 
4. are often necessary in the calculation of quantities of earthworks. 
The procedure for drawing cross-sections is as follows: 
1. determine where the cross-section is to be taken (preferably where it will enable best 
communication of landform related to the final intent). Note that the line of section does not 
have to be a straight line - it may change direction. Always indicate such a change on the 
cross-section drawing; 
2. transfer known levels (contours, spot levels) from where they are intersected by the line of 
section into a vertical grid corresponding to the contour interval. Always check the plan scale 
and use it in the grid for true-to-scale cross-sections. The vertical scale may be varied from 
the horizontal (plan) scale but be aware that this will give a false graphic representation of the 
landform; 
3. where some levels are not known (eg valley bottom, top of ridge, bottom of depression) either 
show in broken line between the two adjacent known levels or presume a spot level according 
to the form of the adjacent land; 
4. connect the transferred levels to give the graphic representation of the landform along the line 
of section. 
The following diagram indicates a worked example. 
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Note the following: 
1. vertical scale may be varied from the horizontal scale to dramatise the landform. This is 
important, for example, in many civil engineering roadworks drawings because gradients often 
are slight. Be aware, however, that changing the vertical scale will give an incorrect graphic 
representation of the landform. 
Always check vertical and horizontal scales and ensure that they are noted on the relevant 
drawings; 
2. when drafting cross-sections, 
graph paper (especially if size of graph relates to working scale) may be used as a time 
saver, 
the top of the section line is taken as ground surface, and the section may be 
emphasised by adding weight to the underside of the section line, 
where new landform is also shown, indicate existing/former landform by a broken line 
(see below), 
always show both vertical and horizontal scales, 
always title cross-sections and relate them to the plan by numbering or lettering the lines 
of cross-section. 
Cross-sections showing existing and new landforms 
It is important to indicate both the new and existing/former landforms on cross-sections. This gives 
immediate graphic understanding of the changes being proposed and is often necessary when 
calculating quantities of earthworks. 
Set up the cross-section as before, superimposing one upon the other. 
landform by a broken line. 
""'~ ~-----~--~~--~-~ 1 
Indicate the former 
I ............... ~ 
f'!.oAPJ.J"''f I MDOH D J PlfTII cp.S'*- 4' PAf'.l<hWP 
,k:; )( 
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SECTION 1 -LANDFORM INTERPRETATION 
Worksheet 
1. Construct true to scale cross-sections AA and BB where indicated on the following plan. 
2. Working on the cross-sections already constructed, indicate new cross-sections with the 
vertical scale x2 (ie 1 :250). 
3. Draw a true to scale vertical profile along the creek between contours 86 and 1 01. 
Landscape Arehltocture our 
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SECTION 2 - CONTOUR INTERPOLATION 
Contour interpolation is a process which permits the drafting of contours from a number of spot 
levels, generally for smaller scale work. Plotting of contours for large scale work is undertaken by 
photogrammetry processes. It is often preferable to use contours in landscape design preparation 
and communication (except where gradients are slight and tolerances must be closer - for example, 
in hard paved areas) because it facilitates understanding of the form of the land. 
The process of interpolation determines the locations of intermediate spot levels between two 
known spot levels. For example: 
between spot levels at A and B, interpolation will determine spot levels 43, 44, 45, and 
46. 
Methods of determining spot levels at A and B are not included in this Workbook. 
Interpolation relies on two conventions: 
1. gradient between consecutive spot levels is constant; and 
2. final contours are smooth curves. 
Consequently there is inaccuracy inherent in the process because rarely is the gradient of the land 
surface constant or its contours always smoothly curving. This inaccuracy is reduced by increasing 
the number of initial spot levels especially in areas of changing land gradients. Wherever possible, 
however, check an interpolated landform by site visit. 
Interpolation Theory 
Calculations for interpolation are based on the trigonometry of similar triangles. Similar triangles 
have equal corresponding angles and proportional corresponding sides. They also have the same 
shape but not necessarily the same size. 
In each of the following diagrams, triangle ABC is similar to triangle ADE and AD:AB = AE:AC = 
DE:BC. 
A A 
c~--------------~ 
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Transposing this into a section between two consecutive spot levels A and B: 
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vertical proportions = horizontal proportions 
difference in level, grid point to contour 
difference in level between grid points 
plan length, grid point to contour 
plan length between grid points 
Because three of the terms are always known, the fourth can be found. 
Methods of Plotting 
Two methods of interpolation - Proportional/Graphic and Mathematical/Scaling - are shown. Try 
both methods, then select one you find convenient to use and become conversant with it. Be 
aware that as you gain proficiency you may abandon constant mechanical checks. 
The plot shown below will be used in describing the methods. Spot levels at grid and relevant 
intermediate points have been established . 
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Method 1 - Proportional/Graphic 
Step 1: Understand the given information 
1 
Step 2: Establish plan ratios required 
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For purposes of this example, the top left 
square of the grid will be used as shown. 
This will be the ratio of levels as set out in 
the Theory above. 
To establish a spot (contour) level of 12 in 
line A1-A2 
12 - 11.500 At - 12 
12.100- 11.500 At- A2 
0.500 
---
0.600 
5 
6 
A1-12:12-A2 = 5:1 
Similarly in line A2-82 
12.100 - 12 A2- 12 
12.100- 11.100 A2- 82 
0.100 
---
1.000 
10 
A2-12:12-82 = 1:9 
Similarly, for level 11 -
along A1-81, 81-11:11-A1 = 7:5 
along 81-82, 81-11:11-82 = 7:1 
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When there is more than one contour 
level to be found between the two given 
spot levels, the procedure is the same. 
For example, in the gridline A2-A3 
contour levels of 13 and 14 are required. 
A2-13: 13-14: 14-A3 = 0.900:1 :0.200 
= 9:10:2 
Step 3: Establish required plan locations on gridlines 
Divide the gridlines into the required ratio. This may be done by a number of ways. 
Al 
(a) scale and setsquare 
SEiu:>N l:> P05t Tlt>,o/ 4F 
":Szar:S&vAf/.6 
A2. 
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Any scale can be selected because it is 
used only for proportioning and not for 
measuring. 
Place the scale on the plan with its zero 
mark on one of the two given levels, in 
this case one of the two gridpoints. Butt 
the setsquare to the scale with the 
rightangle corner at the number of scale 
units equal to the total ratio units 
between the two levels and the side of 
the setsquare touching the second level. 
Hold the scale firmly and slide the 
setsquare along the scale until the 
rightangle corner is at the scale unit 
which corresponds to the required ratio. 
The location of the required contour level 
will be where the setsquare crosses the 
gridline. 
(b) scale and eye 
Grading - a Workbook of Manual land Grading Techniques 19 
With further experience, the setsquare may 
be dispensed with and proportions 
transferred by eye ensuring that the eyed 
lines between the scale divisions and the 
grid and contour points are parallel. Use 
the gridlines as a visual guide or, if working 
on a tracing, use a graph paper underlay. 
This is probably the method most used by 
practitioners. A1~# KJ.. -7~----------~-
"0 
'1 
.,jL_ ____ q, 
(c) radiating graph 
1 
(o 
~ 
Prepare a "fan" of lines drawn from one 
point with a constant angle between 
adjacent lines. Highlight each fifth and 
tenth line which, in use, will correspond 
easily to full and tenths of contour intervals. 
Place this graph over the gridline such that 
the given spot levels correspond to the 
appropriate radiating graph lines and read 
directly the contour levels required. 
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(d) parallel graph This method is similar to the radiating graph 
but the base diagram is composed of 
parallel lines. 
In use, the diagram is placed over the 
gridline and angled so that the given spot 
levels match corresponding lines on the 
base diagram. The required contour level 
is then plotted. 
Determine contour levels between all given spot levels using any or a variety of the techniques 
above. 
Step 4: Draft contours 
Unk the points of the same level and then smooth the curves. 
The diagram below is the completed plot. 
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Method 2 - Mathematical/Scaling 
Step t: Understand the given information 
Step 2: Calculate the plan lengths required 
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This is exactly the same as in Method 1 
above. 
This step will allow the calculation of the 
length between a given spot level and the 
location of the required contour level. 
The equation set out in the Theory is used. 
The length between given spot levels is 
determined either through the given 
information or by scaling. 
To calculate the location of contour level 12 
in relation to gridpoint A 1 along grid line A 1-
A2 
12 - 11.500 At - 12 
12.100 - 11.500 A1 - A2 
At - 12 = 0·500 X 10 
0.600 
=8 330 
Similarly in gridline A2-B2 
12.100- 12 A2- 12 
12.1 oo - 11 . 1 oo = -=A2-=---=a=-=2 
A2- 12 = 0·100 X 10 
1.000 
= 1 000 
Step 3: Establish required plan locations on gridlines 
Step 4: Draft contours 
Using the appropriate scale, scale the 
locations of the contour levels from the 
various gridpoints. 
Exactly as before, link the points of the same level and smooth the curves. The result will be 
the same whether either Method 1 or 2 is used. 
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Some Interpolation Hints 
Check if any given spot levels coincide with a required contour level - these are worthwhile 
reference points. 
Check other given information (high and low points, valleys, watercourses, rock outcrops, etc) which 
will help in the initial understanding of the landform. 
Determine the best method for the particular interpolation exercise. 
It can often assist by completing two adjacent contours first to give an initial idea of the landform 
and then continue with the remainder. 
Accuracy of Interpolation 
Be aware of the following: 
(a) the process of interpolation has a degree of inherent inaccuracy, the extent of which is 
determined by the nature of the landform: the more varied the landform the greater the 
inaccuracy may be; 
(b) the level of inaccuracy is reduced by increasing' the number of initial spot levels and ensuring 
that spot levels at critical locations (eg tops of ridges, bottoms of valleys, changes of gradients) 
are established; 
(c) calculating and establishing the locations of the required contour levels may result in 
inaccuracy due to mathematical error and/or scale reading error; 
(d) the process of smooth curving may result in contours which do not accurately reflect the detail 
of the landform - where possible, check on site. 
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SECTION 2- CONTOUR INTERPOLATION 
Worksheet 
Complete the plan below by interpolating contours at 1m intmvals. A 50m contour has already 
been located accurately on the plan. 
Ust the differences between your final plot and that given in the answers and give reasons why. 
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SECTION 3 - THE G : D : L RELATIONSHIPS 
Gradient may be defined as the extent of a slope from the horizontal. It is expressed as a ratio, a 
percentage, or an angle. 
The gradient between any two points is determined by the ratio of the difference in level (D) 
between the two points and the horizontal or plan length (L) between the same two points. 
0 G=-
L 
= 0: L 
where G = gradient 
D = difference in level 
L = length, horizontal (plan) 
A'--=' ===============:JB JI 
j. I I. !o •mit& 
Gradient AB = 1:10 = 10% = 5• 43'(approx) 
The most common methods of indicating gradient are by ratio and percentage. Note that the ratio 
is the accepted Australian Standard for describing gradient: the percentage, converted to decimals, 
is used in calculations. The direction of the gradient is shown by an arrow pointing downslope. 
When any two of the factors in the equation are known, the third is always able to be calculated. 
0 G=-
L 
0 L =-
G 
0 = G x L 
A useful reminder is the diagram below which always has the factors in correct relationship to each 
other. 
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Ratio Percentage Angle Decimal 
Shallow Slopes 
1:100 1 0°34' .01 
1:67 1.5 0°52' .015 
1:57 1.75 1. .0175 
1:50 2 1°09' .02 
1:40 2.5 1°26' .025 
1:33 3 10431 .03 
1:29 3.5 2. .035 
1:25 4 2°17' .04 
1:20 5 2°52' .05 
1:19 5.25 3. .0525 
Slight Slopes 
1:17 6 3°26' .06 
1:15 6.7 3°48' .067 
1:14.3 7 4. .07 
1:12 8.3 4°46' .083 
1 :11.4 8.75 5. .0875 
1:10 10 5°43' .10 
1:9.5 10.5 s• .105 
1:8 12.5 7°07' .125 
1:7.1 14 a• .14 
1:6.7 15 8°32' .15 
1:6 16.7 9°28' .167 
1:5.7 17.6 10° .176 
1:5 20 11°19' .20 
1:4.5 22.2 12°30' .222 
1:4 25 14°02' .25 
Medium Slopes 
1:3.7 26.8 15° .268 
1:3.3 30 16°42' .30 
1:3 33.3 18°26' .333 
1:2.75 36.4 20° .364 
1:2.5 40 21 °48' .40 
1:2.4 41.4 22°30' .414 
1:2.15 46.6 25° .466 
1:2 50 26°34' .50 
1:1.73 57.5 30° .575 
1:1.67 60 30°58' .50 
1:1.5 67 33°42' .67 
1:1.33 75 36°52' .75 
1:1.2 84 40° .84 
1:1 100 45° 1.00 
Steep Slopes 
1.2:1 119 so• 1.19 
1.43:1 143 ss• 1.43 
1.5:1 150 56°19' 1.50 
1.73:1 173 so• 1.73 
2:1 200 63°26' 2.00 
2.15:1 215 ss· 2.15 
2.5:1 250 68°12' 2.50 
2.75:1 275 70° 2.75 
3:1 300 71°34' 3.00 
3.73:1 373 75° 3.73 
4:1 400 75°58' 4.00 
5:1 500 78°42' 5.00 
5.67:1 567 so• 5.67 
6:1 600 80°32' 6.00 
11.43:1 1143 55• 11.43 
Landscape Architecture QUT 
Example 
(a) To find the gradient 
(b) To find a horizontal length 
(eg to locate level 7 in 
relation to point A) 
(c) To find a level 
(eg level of C) 
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D G=-
L 
8.600 - 5.800 
50 
2.800 
50 
= 0.056 = 5.6% = 1:17.86 
D L =-
G 
7 - 5.800 
0.056 
1.200 
0.056 
= 21 430 
D = difference in level A-C 
= G x L 
= 35 X 0.056 
= 1.960 
:.level C = 5.800 + 1 .960 
= 7.760 
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Slope Analysis 
Most published techniques of landscape analysis indicate landform as a key characteristic of 
landscape and accordingly analyse it in some way. The mere facts of topography are often not 
enough, and usually special analysis maps are prepared. 
The conventional slope analysis map is the simplest example; areas between contours are selected 
by gradient and then shaded by hachuring, with the greater density of hachure representing steeper 
slopes. 
Gradients of slopes are selected according to projecVanalysis requirements and identified on the 
contour plan by determining the critical length between contours which indicates changes between 
the selected gradients. 
For example, on any scale of map: 
0.5m contours, 5m apart, indicate a 1:10 gradient; 
1m contours, 5m apart, indicate a 20% gradient; 
2m contours, 20m apart, indicate a 1 0% gradient; 
5m contours, 25m apart, indicate a 1 :5 gradient. 
Once the horizontal (plan) length between consecutive contours is established as the cut-off line 
between gradients, it is a simple mechanical process from then on to indicate areas of each range 
of gradients. Again, it is established convention to assume constant gradient between any two 
consecutive contours. 
Any combination of gradients may be used, the choice depending upon the site and its proposed 
uses. For example, specific uses may be proposed and the gradients which would allow those 
uses to be incorporated on the site without major earthworks can be established; the site may be 
such that disturbance to slopes above an established gradient would cause detrimental results. 
These gradients would then dictate the number and range of gradients to be highlighted in a slope 
analysis, with a result such as 
<1:20 
1:10- 1:20 
1:5- 1:10 
1:3- 1:5 
>1:3. 
While a slope analysis may be communicated also by colour density or different colours, a 
hachuring technique has the added benefit of being able to communicate simultaneously the direct 
slope which indicates the path of surface water flow. 
An example of a slope analysis is shown in the following diagram. 
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SECTION 3 -THE G : D : L RELATIONSHIPS 
Worksheet 1 of 3 
1. From information shown on the contour plan below: 
(a) determine gradient between A and B; 
(b) locate a 5% gradient between any two consecutive contours; 
(c) hachure all slopes steeper than 20%. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Worksheet 2 of 3 
In both questions 2 and 3, the rectangle AA-BB represents part of a plan. The task is to 
construct contours parallel to AA but not necessarily equidistant from each other. 
2. (a) Starting at line AA, show the landform by using 0.5m contours. 
Slope is as follows: 
10% for the first 25m, 5% for the next 20m, 3% for the remaining 35m. 
(b) State levels at line BB and changes of gradient. 
DOWN < 
SLoPE: 
3. (a) Show the slope by use of 0.5m contours. 
Slope is as follows: 
from BB, 20%; 
from AA to CC, 6% for the first 30m, 10% for the remaining 35m. 
< 
0 
0 
1<\ 
8 
... 
I 
.POWN 
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Worksheet 3 of 3 
4. (a) Starting at point A, construct a section as follows: 
10% upslope for 20m; 100% upslope to level 112.200; 1:3 downslope for 18m; 8° 
upslope for 21m; then connect direct to point B. 
(b) State levels at all changes of gradient. 
(c) State gradient of final slope to point B. 
(d) Connect A and B and state the gradient. 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------1}>0 
~-----------------·----------------------------------------------~115 
~--------------------------------------------------~~ 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~116 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------~11+ 
l-------------------------------------------tn2. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------+110 
~----------------------------------------------------------------~1~ 
1-------------·---~-------·-------------------j 
1---------------·-----------------------------------------------tlo2 
~--------------------·----------------------------------------------------floo 
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SECTION 4 - GRADING STANDARDS 
Water that falls on the land surface either evaporates, percolates into the soil, flows off the site, or 
drains to some point or points on the site. The portion that does not enter the soil is called the 
runoff, and provision must be made for this excess water. Grading must be so designed that 
surface water will flow away from buildings, away from any area where pending may be 
disadvantageous, and in predetermined directions and gradients. This may necessitate drainage 
channels supplemented or not with catch basins and a system of underground stormwater piping. 
Drainage within this Workbook will be concerned only with surface movement. 
Gradients 
Note that some professions and many American texts reverse the figures in the gradient ratio - eg 
4:1 instead of 1 :4. Be aware of this, and also that acceptable Australian usage is vertical:horizontal. 
Schedule of Common Gradients 
Ratio % mm/m 
1:4 25 250 
1:5 20 200 
1:10 10 100 
1:14 7.1 71.5 
1:20 5 50 
1:33.3 3 30 
1:40 2.5 25 
1:50 2 20 
1:100 1 10 
Cross-section Notes 
preferred max. for mechanised 
mowing 
. preferred rnax. for berm sides 
. preferred max. for driveways 
. preferred max. for planting areas 
• preferred max. for wheelchair use 
. preferred crown for unsealed 
roads 
• preferred min. for grassed areas 
. preferred crown for sealed roads 
. preferred min. for paved areas 
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Angles of Repose 
Grading will result in the formation of changed landform and slopes due to cutting (removal of earth) 
and filling (accretion of earth). These slopes must be either self-sustaining or hardened in some 
way to ensure their stability. 
All materials have an angle of repose which is the steepest angle at which a loose pile of the 
material will sustain itself without slipping, rolling, or sliding. In a soil, the angle of repose is the 
gradient at which the soil settles naturally. This angle will be affected by the water content of the 
soil: the wetter the soil, generally the lower the angle of repose. 
While each soil type is stable at its angle of repose, an unstabilised slope will be subjected to 
erosion by wind, water, and physical use. Embankments formed at gradients steeper than the 
angle of repose will need to be stabilised immediately if that angle is to be retained and not reduced 
by natural erosive forces. 
The following diagram illustrates probable natural angles of repose for a number of earth materials 
which can be involved in grading operations. 
• 
-4> a~ 
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Drainage Channels 
Open drainage channels are used often, especially in larger grassed areas, open spaces, and 
beside roads and pathways. The vertical and horizontal profiles of drainage channels will depend 
upon the volumes of water to be drained, the available space in which the channel may be 
constructed, the character of the area and of the project, and relevant costs. 
A narrow, deeper channel is often referred to as a ditch; a broader, shallower channel, most times 
with sides of only a slight gradient, is known as a swale. Swales may be extremely broad and 
contain open space and playing fields. 
~ -l=+;~~;,,l=-P'*--'~::-, 
Gradients of Drainage Channels 
Situation 
Ditch 
. side slopes 
• longitudinal slopes 
(a) grass invert 
(b) paved invert 
Swale 
. side slopes 
. longitudinal slopes 
(a) grass invert 
(b) paved invert 
U>VG't..-
Maximum 
angle of repose 
1:12.5 (8%) 
1:4 (25%) 
1:4 (25%) 
1:12.5 (8%) 
1:10 (10%) 
Preferred Minimum 
1:50 (2%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:50 (2%) 
1:100 (1%) 
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Lawns, Grassed and Planted Areas 
The preferred minimum gradient for lawns or grassed slopes adjacent to buildings is 1 :50; the 
minimum is 1:1 00, but generally this will result in some ponding due to imperfections in the surface 
grade. 
Grassed earth banks should never exceed 1 :2. However, if power lawn mowers are to be used or 
the slope is long, the gradient should not exceed 1 :3 or, more likely, 1 :4 depending upon the 
machinery and length of slope. 
Water flowing over edges of banks and cuts tends to cause erosion and wash out plants. To avoid 
this, drainage channels may be constructed to intercept the water. 
Always endeavour not to alter surface grade under the canopies of trees. However, when regrading 
must occur adjacent to trees, ensure as little disturbance as possible. Depending upon the tree, 
the level should rarely be raised more than 150; if the ground surface must be lowered, provide tree 
walls to a maximum height of 1200 to retain the ground under the trees. These techniques are not 
included in this Workbook. 
-
Gradients for lawns, grassed and planted areas 
Situation Maximum 
Lawns, grassed areas *1:4 (25%) 
Grassed playing fields 1:50 (2%) 
Mown slopes *1:4 (25%) 
Unmown grassed slopes angle of repose 
Berms and mounds 1:5 (20%) 
Planted slopes/beds **1:10 (10%) 
SC:WAR£- 61>Dirlo.J P.m;iN"TI~ 
>OF PM"N"Il:f.P $u>?e-
Preferred Minimum 
1:50 (2%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:50 (2%) 
1:50 (2%) 
1:10 (10%) 
1:100 (1%) 
*Depends on extent and mowing equipment; 1 :4 is considered maximum for ride-on and 
gang-mowing. 
**Slopes covered only by shrubs will tend to erode over 1:1 0. 
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Walks and Pathways 
Walks and paths should have a cross-fall or a crowned cross-section so that surface water is 
diverted to the side. In many instances, this is not possible and small quantities are permitted to 
flow across or along the path. Pathways and pavements adjacent to buildings should have a 
cross-fall at a gradient of 1:50 to 1:33 (2% - 3%). The preferred minimum longitudinal gradient to 
ensure drainage is 1:100 (1%). In areas where ice forms readily the preferred maximum 
longitudinal gradient is between 1:16.7 (6%) and 1:10 (10%). Generally, long slopes should tend 
towards the minimum gradient; gradients should approach the maximum only for short lengths. 
Avoid steep slopes near building entrances. 
When possible, avoid steps in pathways. When they must be included, no fewer than three risers 
should be constructed since a smaller number may become a stumbling block. Five or more risers 
require a handrail, and a length of 9m is maximum in a wheelchair ramp; longer ramps must have 
resting platforms. Ensure that tread surfaces are drained adequately. 
~ :$- "iAAVIEN~ 
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Gradients for Walks and Pathways 
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Situation Maximum Preferred minimum 
Side slope/crown *1:25 (4%) 1:50 (2%) 
Longitudinal slope **1 :10 (1 0%) 1:100 (1%) 
*A maximum side slope is difficult for wheelchair users. 
**Preferred maximum of 1:14 for wheelchair use. 
Roads and Driveways 
For drainage of roads and driveways, the minimum longitudinal gradient is 1:200 (0.5%) but a 1:100 
(1%) minimum is preferable. A 1:16.7 (6%) gradient is considered to be the maximum, but for 
short distances it may be as great as 1:5.6 (18%) in climates where ice presents no problems. At 
intersections, gradient should not exceed 1:33 (3%). 
Concrete and bitumenous surfaced roads are generally crowned (parabolic in cross-section at a 
gradient of 1:50 (2%). For unsealed roads, this gradient should be increased to as much as 1:25 
(4%) depending on the water absorption characteristics of the road surface. An inverted parabolic 
(dished) cross-section is sometimes used for service lanes or driveways; they are recommended 
only for impervious surfaces, and the cross-section gradient should be 1:67 (0.6%). 
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Some gradients may be determined by by-law or statutory requirements, especially in regard to 
roads, footpaths, and driveways and to stormwater and sewerage reticulation. For example, many 
local authorities have regulations governing the maximum permissible gradients for residential 
streets in new developments, driveways, carparks, and across footpaths. State Acts may determine 
permissible gradients in stormwater and sewerage lines. Main Roads/Highways Departments have 
design criteria which set out permissible and/or recommended grades on highways. 
Gradients for Roads and Driveways 
Situation 
Longitudinal gradients* 
(a) culs-de-sac and roads for residential 
access only (8-11 m wide) 
Maximum 
Ssme: m/I•..Jof<.. ~ (SSI>.-.Jt~ 
V<>-Je>$1 PAAI4'-'4 ""~' Dlt.N/!3.· bJA'/~) MA-f *"'"",;;;. 1VAu-&t'' 
~. se;:.c..,.,., 
f;ol<. s,w-e; e>TII·CSI<. Raou> ~­
se:e.n..,._,s See: :>ee:rlo,.J 7-
"'irzA-J>t.v<; ..,....... c:...,.,......,"'""""· 
Preferred Minimum 
1:6 (16.6%) over 
100m maximum 
1:100 (1%) 
(b) through-traffic roads providing access 1:10 (1 0%) 
to (a) above (14m wide) 
1:100 (1%) 
(c) roads providing access to industrial 
areas (14m) wide 
(d) major through-traffic roads (two 20m 
divided ways) 
(e) driveways 
(f) parking areas 
Crowns/crossfalls 
(a) sealed roads 
(b) unsealed roads 
(c) shoulders 
1:16.7 (6%) 
1:12.5 (8%) 
1:5 (20%)** 
1:20 (5%)** 
1:33 (3%) 
1:33 (3%) 
1:6.7 (15%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:100 (1%) 
1:50 (2%) 
1:40 (2.5%) 
1:50 (2%) 
* Road descriptions (a) to (d) and maximum gradients from Brisbane City Council. Minimum 
gradients are lowest constructable to ensure accuracy 
** May be greater in certain circumstances 
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Building Surrounds 
Always ensure that surface water is directed away from buildings, especially at entrance areas. 
Where the landform slopes towards buildings (common where cutting has taken place to provide a 
platform for house or other building) ensure that surface water is diverted before reaching the 
immediate surround of the building. 
Be aware of any damp-proofing measures included in the building design and construction (such as 
a damp-proof course in a brickwall or tanking to a below-surface retaining wall) and ensure that 
earthworks, including garden bed soil and mulching, are kept below the unprotected areas. 
I ~ '"' I :s~ 4AA7Xe:NT 
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Gradients for Building Surrounds 
Situation Maximum Preferred Minimum 
Slopes with vehicle access 1:10 (10%) 1:50-1:100 (2%-1%) 
Slopes - no vehicle access 1:6.7 (15%) 1:50-1:100 (2%-1%) 
For gradients of pathways, grassed areas, garden beds, etc refer to previous information. 
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SECTION 4- GRADING STANDARDS 
Worksheet 
(A quick quiz on Sections 1-4) 
1. The steepest slope is perpendicular to the contours. 
2. Valleys are indicated by contours pointing uphill. 
3. Spot levels always take precedence over levels 
determined by interpolating from contours. 
4. Distances recorded on surveys and in land deed 
descriptions are always horizontal distances. 
5. Water drains parallel to the contours. 
6. Name the two conventions to be met when deriving contour 
through interpolation methods. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
<~-----------------------------------------------------
(b) _______________________ _ 
7. Write the formula for calculating a change in level 
when the gradient and horizontal length are known. 
B. What is the gradient between consecutive 1 metre contours 
which are 10 metres apart at scale 1 :500? 
9. What would be the gradient in the same instance if the 
scale were 1 :250 instead of 1 :500? 
10. A 250mm rise over 1m length gives a 1: %) gradient. 
11. A 45° slope has a % (1: ) gradient. 
12. The invert level is the level at the surface of a gully. 
13. The preferred minimum gradient of lawn to allow for drainage 
is 1:100. 
14. Roadways are crowned to ensure water drains to the centreline. 
15. A swale will transport a greater volume/second than a 
ditch of the same cross-sectional area and gradient. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
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SECTION 5 - GRADING FOR PLATFORMS 
A platform is basically a level or gently sloping area on which something may be placed: building, 
carpark, sporting field, playground, etc. An extended platform may be used for a roadway, railway, 
or even an airport runway. In all cases, these areas must be graded to permit not only the intended 
function but also efficient drainage of surface water. 
Platforms are formed by one of three methods: 
(a) by cutting into a slope; 
(b) by filling out from a slope; or 
(c) by a combination of cutting and filling. 
Advantages and disadvantages of each are shown below. 
Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Cut . Platform will be stable . All excavated material 
(depending on soil type) has to be disposed of 
and therefore later (where? cost?) 
~ construction easier • On very steep sites, it 
may be the only practical 
method 
. Minimises problems of 
erosion 
Generally used on small sites or steep sites which lack space 
necessary for filling to take place 
Fill . All fill has to be found and 
transported 
. Platform is generally 
~ unstable depending on compaction achievement 
. Building footings generally 
must be taken through fill 
to natural grade 
. More prone to erosion 
and slip 
Used generally to bring levels up to a useable grade (low areas, 
hollows) or to extend an existing platform 
Cut and Fill • Can minimise haulage of . Relative stabilities of cut 
soil platform and fill platform 
~ . Reduces erosion potential of fill-only solution 
Most used where filling to suitable grades can take place on site 
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In each case, topsoil should be stripped from the total area which will be affected by both cutting 
and filling. It may be stockpiled if it can be reused following regrading, or it may be removed from 
the site for use elsewhere. 
Contour Manipulation 
In many situations involving construction upon the ground surface, the landform will be altered from 
its original profile. This regrading will alter the existing contours, and can be shown graphically as 
changes to an existing contour pattern. The amended pattern is known as the contour signature 
of that particular landform. 
Once the calculations and mechanical regrading are completed, the designer is then free to add 
finishing touches which will reduce the often harsh junction between the new and the old landforms. 
This is moulding, the techniques of which will be covered in a later Section. 
Both existing and altered contour lines are shown on the final graphics so there is a ready 
reference to the changes that have been made. 
lq. 
--
13 
~ 
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Grading to Achieve Platforms 
Grading to achieve a platform may be done by any of four ways: by cutting, by filling, by a 
combination of cutting and filling (all of which involve sloped embankments), or by staying within the 
limit of the platform by using retaining walls (in this case, platforms may be formed by any of the 
previous three methods). 
The contour signature of each is shown below. 
--------\---~~,~-----------~~ 
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The objective of a cut and fill method is generally to achieve a balance between cut and fill 
quantities to eliminate the need to import or export soil. A rule-of-thumb guide to help ensure this 
is to establish a platform level midway between the highest and lowest contours adjacent to the 
platform. 
--
----
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When a vertical retaining wall is used, there appears to be no amended contours because, as can 
be seen from the section, contours which run into the retaining wall are vertically above one another 
in plan and, therefore, are drawn around the external face of the retaining wall merging with the line 
depicting the wall face. Amended contours will be separate if the retaining wall is not vertical. 
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Calculations for New Contours 
In order to be able to undertake the calculations to establish new contours, the designer must be 
conversant with the different methods of specifying gradients and of the simple but all-embracing 
mathematical formula linking Gradient, (vertical) Difference in level, and (horizontal) Length. 
~ J [..e.t-1 C\ll-1 1-!ori-z.<w>+.>! } 
L 
Refer to the Table in Section 3 for comparable gradients expressed as ratio, percentage, and angle. 
Note the conversion of a gradient to its decimal equivalency: this figure will be used in calculations. 
Remember that the Australian Standard description is ratio. 
Some pointers to accurate work are: 
(a) have the GDL relationships within constant visual reach; 
(b) always work to three decimal places; 
(c) do not be overly reliant on a calculator especially for the simpler calculations (eg if using 
a 1 :3 gradient when calculating L, conversion of this to a decimal is less accurate than 
merely multiplying D by 3); 
(d) be neat and orderly with calculations and set them out in a coherent order - you may 
need to return to one at some stage in the process; 
(e) when you have established your own criteria (eg an acceptable gradient) record them; 
(f) undertake the steps of grading systematically so nothing is omitted; 
(g) put the work on a drawing board and use drafting techniques which will encourage 
drafting accuracy and efficiency. 
Final Levels 
In nearly all landscape architectural grading graphics, the final levels will be indicated, either with or 
without original levels. Where both are shown, it is good practice to distinguish between the two in 
a consistent way. Two common methods are: 
+ 16.143 original/existing spot level 
new spot level 
The contractor will work back from final levels to establish sub-grades or will work directly from an 
earthworks drawing showing sub-grade levels. Always follow the drafting convention of showing 
amended contours in a full line. Do not extend this line along unaltered contours. 
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PART A- PLATFORMS WITH CONSTANT SIDE LEVEL 
It is common practice to develop platforms which have a constant side level (that is, the sides of the 
platform are horizontal at the same level). In such cases, surface drainage of the platform itself is 
achieved by designing falls from within the platform towards its edges or by construction which 
allows for easy percolation and sub-surface drainage. 
Example: Indicate mechanical (not moulded) regrading by use of 1m contours for the 30 x 
30m platform shown below. 
The following criteria have been selected: 
. sides of platform are constant level 23.200; 
. all cut and fill grades are to be 1:5 (20%); 
• allowance for drainage at foot of cut is not required. 
--
-
-~ 
-
-~ - ..-
-----
~~-
~-­~--­~~-
Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and design criteria. 
Draw freehand cross-section/s to illustrate and understand what is given and required. This will 
also encourage a reasonable idea of the existing and final landforms . 
~ • ....___ ~ ....... -l r.s-3o,..., -..... ' 
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Step 2: Calculate and plot all contours within the platform. 
This platform surface is horizontal at level 23.200. There are no new contours within this platform. 
Step 3: Calculate and plot the contour immediately below the level of the platform edge. 
Because the platform edges are horizontal at 23.200, the 23 contour will be redirected to the lower 
(downhill) side of the platform. To locate (Locate) the 23 contour in relation to the platform edge 
CD, find L: 
D = (23.200 - 23) = 0.200 
G = 20% = 0.20 
D L =-
G 
= 0.200 = 1 000 
0.20 
The 23 contour is 1 metre from the platform edge CD, and because both AC and BD are the same 
level (23.200) as CD, the 23 contour will return each side at the same Length (1 metre) from the 
platform edge until it meets the existing 23 contour. Plot. 
-
--
1000 
-
--
r 
2.B 
Step 4: calculate and plot the contour immediately above the level of the platform edge. 
Because the platform edges are horizontal at 23.200, the 24 contour will be redirected to the upper 
(uphill) side of the platform. To locate the 24 contour in relation to the platform edge AB, find L: 
D = 24 - 23.200 = 0.800 
G = 20% = 0.20 
D L =-
G 
= 0.800 = 4 000 
0.20 
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along AC and BD, 4 metres from the platform edges until it meets the existing 24 contour. Plot. 
2.8 
--
--
--
0 
0 
~ 
---
-~ 
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Step 5: Calculate and plot remaining contours of the fill. 
2'1-
- .--...-- --
----
Because the fill is a constant grade of 1 :5 (20%) consecutive 1 metre contours will be 5 metres 
horizontal Length apart. 
L = D = 1.000 = 5 000 
G 0.20 
Plot contours until no more existing contours are crossed, as shown. 
2S 
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Step 6: Calculate and plot remaining contours of the cut. 
The cut gradient is to be the same as the fill (given criteria) and therefore consecutive contours 
will also be 5 metres horizontal !,ength apart. Plot contours until no more existing contours are 
crossed, as shown. 
1 ~ 
f'I..A TFOIZ.M ti!Vol>lt-ICi 
1:1000 
Note that the amended contours are parallel to the sides of the platform because the platform 
edges are also horizontal. 
Show relevant contour levels and other critical levels. 
Note: 
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When the edge of the platform is horizontal and the gradients from 
adjacent sides are the same, the line of junction of the side slopes (either 
ridge or valley) will be at 45° to the side of the platform. 
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SECTION 5- GRADING FOR PLATFORMS 
PART A- PLATFORMS WITH CONSTANT SIDE LEVEL 
Worksheet 1 of 2 
1. (a) Show the regrading of the proposed 60m radius sportsfield by drafting mechanically 
correct 1m contours. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Criteria: field is crowned at 1 :50; 
gradient of cuts is to be 1 :3; 
gradient of fills is to be 1 :4; 
drainage at foot of cut is not required; 
all trees are worthy of retention. 
(b) Consider ways of retaining trees which could be affected adversely by the earthworks. 
---
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
./ 
-------
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7$ 
1:1000 ..-' --/...--~---....__ ____ 137 
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Worksheet 2 of 2 
2. Show the regrading of the 30m x 30m platform below by drafting mechanically correct 1m 
contours. 
Criteria: 
-~-
----
-~-
platform sides are a constant level of 23.800; 
platform is centre crowned at 1 :50; 
gradient of cuts is to be 1 :3; 
gradient of fills is to be 1 :4; 
drainage at foot of cut is not required. 
..-
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PART B - PLATFORMS WITH CROSSFALL 
Often a platform will be sloped from one side to another in order to shed water in a specific 
direction and to reduce the extent of earthworks. As shown in Part A, the contour signature of a 
platform with a constant side level is one where any contours within the platform are contained 
wholly within the platform and amended contours outside the platform are parallel to the platform 
sides. In contrast, the contour signature of a platform with a crossfall is likely to contain a contour 
crossing the platform and the amended contours outside any sloping side of the platform will not be 
parallel to that side. 
Example: Indicate the mechanically correct regrading by use of 1m contours of the evenly 
sloped 30m x 30m platform shown below. 
The following criteria have been selected: 
. level of top edge (AB) of platform is 23.500; 
. platform has a constant 1 :50 slope from AB to CD; 
. gradient of all cuts and fills is to be 1 :5; 
. drainage at foot of cut not required. 
·~ --
---
---
--
21 
-
--
---
--------
---
---
---
Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and design criteria. 
Draw freehand cross-section/s to aid understanding . 
....... 
....... 
--
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Step 2: Calculate levels at corners of the platform. 
Both A and B are given at level 23.500. Because the 1 :50 crossfall is constant in one direction 
only, C and D will be the same level, calculated as follows: 
L = length AC = 30 000 
G = 1 :50 = 2% = 0.02 
D = G x L = 0.02 x 30 = 0.600 
Therefore, levels of C and D will be 23.500 - 0.600 = 22.900. Plot as shown. 
0 
8 
£ 
r?OO~ 
L.~oo Di 
Step 3: Calculate and plot any contours crossing the platform. 
The 23 contour is located somewhere on the platform between AB (23.500) and CD (22.900). To 
locate the 23 contour in relation to AB, find L: 
D = 23.500 - 23 = 0.500 
G = 1 :50 = 2% = 0.02 
L = D = 0.500 = 25 000 
G 0.02 
(Because the gradient is 1:50 and the D is 0.5m, the L will be 0.5 of 50 = 25 000). 
The 23 contour crosses the platform 25 metres from AB towards CD; plot this as shown. Because 
the platform edges AC and BD are sloping, the amended 23 contour will not return to existing 
ground parallel to those platform edges. To locate the remainder of the amended 23 contour, 
proceed as follows: 
(a) select a point of known or easily determined level on the platform side or the platform side 
extended. In this case, point B, level 23.500, is suitable; 
(b) calculate L needed to grade at 1 :5 between point B and contour 23 when 
D = 23.500 - 23 = 0.500 
G = 1:5 = 20% = 0.2 
:. L = D = 0.500 = 2 500 
G 0.2 
(Note here, also, that at a gradient of 1 :5 (ie 1m Difference for 5m Length) a 0.5m 
Difference will require 2 500 Length - use of a calculator is not necessary.); 
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(c) inscribe an arc, centre point B, radius 2 500; connect known 23 contour at the edge of the 
platform as a tangent to this arc and draw the 23 contour until it meets the existing. (Using the 
tangent will ensure that the required earthworks gradient is achieved as the 2 500 Length will be at 
a right angle to the plotted 23 contour.) 
(d) repeat (a) to (c) above to locate the amended 23 contour on the other side of the platform 
(because the conditions are exactly the same, it will be a mirror image). 
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Step 4: Calculate and plot the contour immediately below the lower side of the platform. 
To locate 22 contour in relation to CD, find L: 
D = 22.900 - 22 = 0.900 
G = 1:5 = 0.2 
:. L = D - 0.900 = 4 500 
G 0.2 
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Because the fill gradient is a constant 1 :5, the Length between consecutive contours in the direction 
of the gradient will be 5 metres. To ensure this is a 1:5 gradient, the 5 metres must be 
perpendicular to the contour. Return the 22 contour at 5 metres from 23 contour until it meets the 
existing 22 contour. Plot as shown. 2S 
---
--
---
? 
.--
-----Step 5: Calculate and plot the contour immediately above the upper side of the platform. 
To locate the 24 contour in relation to AB, find L: 
D = 24 - 23.500 = 0.500 
G = 1:5 = 0.2 
:.L = GD = 0.500 = 2 500 
0.2 
Plot the 24 contour parallel to AB. 
---
---
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Calculate the location of the return of the 24 contour by following Step 3 (a) to (d), except this 
time using two points around which arcs will be inscribed and drawing the tangent between them: 
centre A, radius 2 500; centre at junction of 23 contour and platform edge AC, radius 5 000. Plot 
as shown. 
--
--
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Step 6: Plot all remaining contours on cut and fill slopes. 
Consecutive contours will be 5 metres apart to maintain the 1:5 gradient. Plot. 
..., ---
___ lj- --> Z7 =- __ f? __ 
. ----s--
Refer to the important note on the next page. 
l't--
--~---
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Note: 
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When the platform is sloping (that is, the edges are not horizontal) the 
ridge or valley lines formed by the junction of the side slopes, regardless 
of their gradients, will not be at 45° to the side of the platform. 
This ridge or valley line is established only by plotting a contour outside 
the platform and linking the corner of the platform through the contour's 
point of change of direction. 
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SECTION 5 - GRADING FOR PlATFORMS 
PART B - PlATFORMS WITH CROSSFALL 
Worksheet 
Show the regrading for the 30m x 30m platform below by mechanically correct 1 m contours. 
Criteria: 
---
-
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-
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upper side of platform is level 23.800; 
platform slopes at constant 3% gradient; 
gradient of cuts is 1 :3; 
gradient of fills is 1 :4; 
drainage at foot of cut is not required. 
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SECTION 6 - GRADING FOR DRAINAGE 
The grading that has been completed in previous Sections allows the foot of cuts to finish against 
the edge of the platform. Surface water arriving at the foot of the cut will flow onto the platform. To 
prevent this, a drainage channel can be graded between the foot of the cut and the edge of the 
platform so that any surface water will flow around the top side of the platform and out onto the 
natural slope. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Drainage channels have two possible relationships to the platform edge: 
(a) a constant length between the centre of the channel and the platform edge; 
In this case, the side gradient of the channel between the centre of the channel and the 
platform will steepen as the channel length increases. 
(b) a constant side gradient between the centre of the channel and the platform edge. 
In this case, the centre line of the channel becomes progressively further from the platform 
edge as the channel length increases. 
It is essential that the horizontal forms (plan) of all drainage channels are determined and plotted 
prior to calculating and drafting amended contours. 
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Example: Show mechanically correct regrading by use of 1m contours for the 30m x 30m 
platform shown below allowing for drainage between the cut and the platform. 
The following criteria have been selected: 
. platform edge AB is level 25.200, edge CD is 24.900; 
. all cut and fill gradients are to be 1:5 including that from platform edge to centre 
of drainage channel; 
. drainage channel is to be a minimum of 5 metres from the platform edge; 
. drainage channel is to have a gradient of 1:50 with highest point opposite 
midpoint of platform. 
Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and design criteria. 
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Because the gradient between the platform and the centreline of the drain is to be a 
constant 1:5, the centreline will locate further from the platform edge the deeper the 
channel becomes. 
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Step 2: Establish plan and critical levels of the drainage channel. 
The procedure locates levels on the centreline of the channel which also meet the 
required gradient between the channel and the platform edge; it also establishes the ridge 
line at the platform corner which will determine the change of direction of the channel. 
(a) determine location and level of highest point of drainage channel. 
Location is determined by given criteria (5m from opposite centre of platform 
edge). 
Level is calculated from platform edge -
D = G x L = 0.2 x 5 = 1 000 (a 1:5 gradient over 5m gives 1m D) 
:.level at E = 25.200 - 1.000 = 24.200 
(b) locate and plot a contour between the platform edge and the channel at a level below 
that of the channel high point. (Note that this contour may be at any level; however, for 
better efficiency, select a required contour level if possible) . 
. for example, using contour level 24 
r' ~ L 
r' ~ L 
D 
G 
D 
25.200 - 24 ~ 6 000 
0.2 
24.900 - 24 ~ 4 500 
G 0.2 
The 24 contour will be tangential to these 
arcs and return parallel to AB and CD 
because they are horizontal. 
(c) plot the ridge line from the platform corner through the point of change of direction of 
the contour. 
+ 
(Note that if the platform edges are 
horizontal this will be at 45' to the platform 
side). 
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(d) calculate and locate a point on the centre of the channel which has the same level as 
that of the plotted contour. 
\ 
,J> __....-->i F 
E~----+-=-~~~ r3 = L D 24.200 - 24 = 10 000 
G 0.02 
Use this calculated Length as a radius and 
inscribe an arc, centre E, to intersect the 
contour at point F. 
(e) plot the centreline of the channel from high point E through this point of intersection F 
to intersect the ridgeline at G. This is the point at which the channel changes direction. 
(f) calculate level at G (change of direction) 
D = G x L = 0.02 X EG (scaled) = 0.02 X 24 = 0.480 
:.level at G = 24.200 - 0.480 = 23.720 
(g) repeat steps (b) to (e) to determine location of return of channel. 
The channel returns in the same direction as BD following the slope of the existing land. 
As the existing gradient is now greater than that of the drainage channel, the channel 
must meet existing ground surface at some point which will be determined later. Mark 
and note levels at consistent intervals along the channel (eg if channel gradient 1:50, then 
mark each 1Om at a D of 0.200). This will serve as a useful guide to understanding form 
and approximate exit location of the channel. 
(h) repeat the above steps to locate the channel flowing in the other direction. Note that if 
the criteria for this channel are the same as for the one already calculated and plotted, 
then it will be the mirror image and may be drafted directly without further calculations. 
The plan form of the platform and channel are now established and the criteria for gradients of 
both channel and other slopes have been met. Note that at this stage, existing contours have not 
been considered except in the initial understanding of the existing landform. The location of the 
channel determines the extent of the functions to be included; the task now is to relate these to 
the existing and regrade. 
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Step 3: Calculate and plot any contours within the platform. 
The 25 contour will be plotted across the platform and will return above the platform parallel to 
the already plotted 24 contour. 
Step 4: Calculate and plot the contour immediately below the level of the platform. 
The 24 contour (initially drawn in this example to aid location of the line of the channel) is 
confirmed to where it meets the centreline of the channel. 
n==---+---
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Step 5: Calculate and plot the return of the contour from the centreline of the channel. 
Calculate and plot the 24 contour on the outer side of the channel. Calculate L from point G to 
the 24 contour: 
L D 
G 
24 - 23.720 = 1 400 
0.2 
Inscribe an arc, centre G, radius 1 400, and join the 24 on the centreline of the channel as a 
tangent to this arc. 
To locate the return of the 24 contour, calculate the L between the 24 contour and any other level 
in the centreline of the channel, inscribe an arc about this point with that L as the radius, and plot 
the tangent between this arc and the one around G. Use as much of this tangent as is necessary 
to connect the 24 contour to the existing. 
For example, in the centreline of the channel from the previously determined point 23.400 
to the 24 contour at 1:5 gradient will be 3 000. 
Calculate and plot for the drainage channel on the other side of the platform. 
Note that the valley line above the corner of the channel can now be plotted: draft a line from G 
through the point of change of direction of the 24 contour. All higher, new contours will change 
direction on this line. 
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Step 6: Calculate and plot other contours. 
Because cuts and fill are 1:5, consecutive contours will be parallel and 5 metres apart. Plot as in 
previous sections. 
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Step 7: Calculate and locate the level and location of the channel discharge. 
These may be determined by superimposing cross-sections of the existing landform and the 
drainage channel drawn along the line of the channel in the proximity of the discharge point. In 
this case, the discharge must be between contours 24 and 23 (lowest of the cut and highest of 
the fill). Draft a cross-section using these two levels as known existing. Superimpose a cross-
section of the channel using two levels on it (the line of the channel may be extended either 
direction for the purposes of constructing the cross-section). 
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SECTION 6 - GRADING FOR DRAINAGE 
Worksheet 1 of 2 
1. Below is the part plan for a proposed platform, total size 20m x 12m, crossfall 1:80. 
Criteria: gradient of all slopes is to be 1 :4; 
a grassed V-shaped channel, minimum depth 300mm, is to be constructed to 
remove water from the foot of the cut. It is to flow each way from the platform 
centreline at a gradient of 1 :40. 
(a) Show mechanically correct regrading by use of contours. 
(b) Show the line of the drainage channel. State levels at critical locations-of -comeFS-oLQ)atform, bz·{ 
highest point of drainage channel, changes in direction of drainage channel, discharge poiilror=-
drainage channel. 
(c) Indicate (on the plan) gradients of slopes, platform, and drainage channel. 
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Worksheet 2 of 2 
2. The plan below is of a courtyard based on a 1Om x 1Om grid. 
Criteria: minimum gradient 1:100, maximum gradient 1 :50; 
lines of paving against buildings A, at doorway of building B, and across top 
of steps must be horizontal but not necessarily at the same level; 
only one collection point for drainage is permitted and it must be located on 
a gridpoint; 
75mm step from doorway to the paving. 
(a) Indicate relevant levels, show ridges and valleys between paving slopes, and note gradients and 
their directions. 
(b) Consider possible paving materials and their advantages/disadvantages for use in this courtyard. 
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SECTION 7 - EXTENT OF EARTHWORKS 
Indicating regrading by the use of contours does not show the full extent of earthworks: there is 
always some cutting or filling beyond the last amended contours. In the diagram below (the 
worked example from Section 5 - Part A) the foot of the fill must lie somewhere between the 
amended contour 20 and existing contour 19, and the top of the cut somewhere above amended 
contour 28. 
Knowing the full extent of earthworks is important: 
(a) it shows the shapes of embankments being formed; 
(b) it indicates the physical extent of cut and fill (it is illegal to fill onto adjacent land 
owned by others or to cut in such a way that the stability of that adjacent land is 
threatened, without approval of that owner); 
(c) it is a better indicator of earthworks for contractors and the machine operators. 
The extent of earthworks is delineated generally on a plan showing existing contours (amended 
contours are generally not shown). The extent of the cut and fill embankments are shown by the 
following methods and relevant spot levels are also stated. The extent of earthworks is also 
outlined and noted on a grading plan but not indicated by the symbols below. 
Cut embankment: 
Fill embankment: 
Example: Show the extent of earthworks for the regrading shown in the diagram below. 
q ~\this is the result of the Example in Section 5 - Part B) . 
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Step 1: Determine the line of no cut/no fill. 
This is done by drafting cross-sections along the lines of the platform edges between contours 23 
and 24 (highest fill, lowest cut) superimposing the new land form over the existing to locate the 
points of intersection. 
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Note that when the platform edges are horizontal these points of intersection may be found also 
by interpolation to determine where the existing ground surface is the same level as the side of 
the platform. Where necesssary, cross-section/s may also need to be drafted within the platform 
to determine these points of intersection. 
Step 2: Connect known limits of fill. 
The point where an amended contour rejoins the original indicates the junction of the new and old 
landforms. Join the highest point of fill on the platform edge to the point where amended contour 
23 rejoins contour 23, then this point to where amended contour 22 rejoins 22 and so on as 
shown below. The discharge point of a drainage channel must also be a point of intersection of 
the new and existing landforms. 
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Step 3: Determine lowest point of fill. 
This may be achieved either graphically (preferred) or mathematically. 
(a) graphic technique 
This involves drafting sections along the line of the corner of the slopes to show the new 
groundline superimposed on the existing groundline. The junction of these two is the 
edge of earthworks and is then transferred back into the plan. 
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Where there are insufficient amended contours meeting the line of section (eg lower left of the 
regraded platform) project known new contours to the line of section to help ascertain the new 
groundline (this recognises that contours are the expression of the junction of the ground and 
horizontal planes which extend over and under the ground surface). Note that the line of section 
(that is, the line of ridge or valley) may have to be determined by projecting contours to locate the 
point of change of direction_ 
(Note that the drafting construction used above does not produce a true cross-section because it 
is not perpendicular to the line of section. However, all lines to and from the line of section are 
parallel so their relativities are maintained. Using this technique is often faster without affecting 
accuracy.) 
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Alternatively, sections may be drawn in both directions from the corner of the last amended 
contour with the line of the contour as the line of section (this is also in the line of the given 
gradient which is used to determine the second point on the line of fill). Connect these points to 
the junctions of the amended and original contour immediately above, and extend these lines to 
rneet. 
------------1-
(b) mathematical technique 
Where amended contour 20 changes direction the level of the existing land surface is lower than 
20. This level can be determined by interpolation, and the plan Length from that point to where 
the new grade meets ground can be calculated. 
This gives an approximately correct result, the degree of accuracy depending upon the slope of 
the existing ground surface: the steeper the slope, the less the accuracy. 
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Step 4: Repeat the process to determine the extent of the cut embankment . 
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Step 5: Draft the final communication drawing. 
Ensure that cut and fill embankments and the line of no cut/no fill are identified, and that critical 
spot levels are noted. Show lines of any drainage channels included in the regrading. 
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SECTION 7 - EXTENT OF EARTHWORKS 
Worksheet 
You have regraded four platforms in Section 5 - Parts A and B and in Section 6 as exercises in the 
associated Worksheets. 
Retrieve your solutions (corrected if necessary). On a separate overlay for each, complete the 
requirements as shown below. The criteria for each exercise are not altered. 
1. Indicate the line of no cuVno fill on the circular sportsfield (Section 5- Part A, Worksheet 1). 
2. Prepare Extent of Earthworks Plans for each of the other platforms (Section 5 - Part A, 
Worksheet 2; Section 5 - Part B, Worksheet; and Section 6, Worksheet 1). 
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SECTION 8- GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
A circulation route (footpath, roadway, cycleway, railway, etc) may be considered as an extended 
platform, and may be graded by any of the three methods of forming platforms: cut, fill, or a 
combination of cut and fill. 
Because a circulation route generally will extend over a variety of gradients of natural ground, the 
actual gradients of the route may vary from horizontal to relatively steep. In each case, it is 
essential to provide a uniform surface, even transitions from one gradient to another, and adequate 
drainage. 
In selection of grades there are two extremes: parallel to the contours and perpendicular to them. 
The latter will result in the least grading but the steeper slope, so should be considered only when 
gradients are able to be kept below the maximum permitted. Grading nearly parallel to the contours 
will ensure acceptable gradients, but may result in extensive earthworks to ensure an adequate 
platform. The most common solution is somewhere between the two extremes. 
Grading by Cut 
The contour signature of a roadway formed entirely by cut will show only the contours on the upper 
side of the road are amended. 
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Grading by Fill 
The contour signature here will show only the contours on the lower side of the road are amended. 
---, " \ \ 
Grading by Cut and Fill 
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This is the most common method. The contour signature shows that contours on both the high and 
low sides of the road are amended. 
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TYPICAL ROAD SECTIONS AND CONTOUR SIGNATURES 
Note that all roads have a longitudinal gradient to ensure drainage. 
(a) Horizontal (no crossfall or crown) 
(b) Constant gradient to one side 
(c) Crown 
(d) Centre drain (valley cross-section) 
(e) Kerb 
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HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ALIGNMENTS 
All circulation routes have horizontal (plan) alignments and vertical (section) alignments. These are 
determined by a combination of design standards and landscape features. 
Relevant design standards will be concerned primarily with those associated with the design speed 
of the route: the higher the speed, the larger the curve radii; the higher the status (local - freeway), 
the greater the need to conform with acceptable gradients. Landscape features which will also 
impact upon the design include the landform, gradients, existing land uses, and vegetation patterns 
and merits. 
Road design is complicated and exacting, and landscape architects rarely will be responsible for the 
detailed design other than that for small scale, low priority roads. However, the same design 
principles apply and the resultant road needs to function efficiently and to fit into the landscape. 
The following notes, which present some simplified design principles, and the accompanying figures 
and tables are presented to enable a better understanding of the implications of particular impacts 
upon grading. 
Both alignments become a series of curves and straights which are tangential to the curves. It is a 
recognised design fact that a more aesthetically pleasing circulation route will be formed when there 
is a strong relationship between the horizontal and vertical alignments formed by coordinating 
positions of curves. 
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Design of a circulation route is communicated generally by series of relevant levels taken through 
cross-sections at stations. A station is a point on the construction centreline at a plan length from 
a designated origin. Lengths between stations will be determined generally by the complexity of the 
route alignments and the landscape traversed. 
The Horizontal Alignment 
This alignment is composed of straights and curves. Regrading of the straights is a simple 
exercise, recontouring by working from the road centreline to the extent of road formation and then 
connecting to existing ground. 
Example: Calculate and plot the contours along a 60m length of crowned and kerbed road as 
shown below rising from a centreline level of 84.600. 
Criteria: road width is 1 0 000; 
centre crown of 200mm; 
kerb height of 150mm; 
longitudinal gradient of 1 :20. 
external cut and fill gradients of 1 :3 
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Step 1: Understand the requirements and design criteria. 
Step 2: Calculate locations of levels along the crown. 
Calculate Location of level 85: 
L = D = 85 - 84.600 = 0.400 = 8 OOO 
G 0.05 0.05 
Successive full metre contours will be 20m apart (G = 1 :20). 
< 1:2.0 
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Step 3: Establish the contour levels at the base of the kerb and plot the contours crossing the 
roadway. 
Take crown level 86: at the base of the kerb directly opposite this point the level is 86 -
0.200 = 85.800, that is, 200 lower than the level to be found. 
Calculate location of level 86 at base of kerb: 
L = D = 86 - 85.800 = 4 OOO G 0.05 
(Note that this could be established by interpolation: 200mm = 0.2m, :. 86 level at base of 
kerb will be 0.2 of the length between 86 and 87 contours = 4 000) 
Plot the contour which, because the road is curved to the crown, will also be curved. 
Repeat for other contours crossing the road. 
7 / 
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Step 4: Establish contour levels at the top of the kerb and plot the contours. 
Follow the same procedure as in Step 3. Kerb height is 150, so the point on top of the kerb 
vertically above the 86 contour at the base of the kerb will be 150 higher than the required 
86 level. Calculate L (D = 0.150, G = 0.05, :. L = 3 000). 
The contour will return along the face of the kerb (as long as it is vertical) in the downhill 
direction for 3 metres. 
< 1:2o 
Step 5: Calculate and plot contours to existing ground. 
In most circulation pathways and especially in roadways, a verge extending from the 
carriageway is included before either cut or fill slopes are formed to return the new landform 
to the existing. Surface water drainage will be included at the base of all cuts, and 
subsurface drainage will be constructed as necessary to ensure the stability of the road 
construction. 
Where it is necessary to plot contours extending from the kerb (or shoulder when there may 
be no kerb) the usual procedures of finding D and L should be followed. Carry out all 
necessary calculations and plotting to bring the new landform back to the existing. 
/ /. 
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Horizontal Curves 
The critical dimension of a horizontal curve is its radius which has a direct relationship to design 
speed. A horizontal curve requires a constant radius for smoother driving. Multiple curves should 
be avoided. 
Design Speed, km/h Desirable Minimum Absolute Minimum 
radius, metres radius, metres 
40 200 55 
60 450 140 
80 800 270 
100 1200 400 
120 1800 770 
Regrading is undertaken as for straights working out from the road centreline. 
There are two other aspects of horizontal curves which affect grading: stopping sight distance and 
superelevation. 
Stopping Sight Distance is the minimum distance in which a vehicle can be stopped; it is the sum 
of the distance travelled during reaction by the driver and the distance travelled during braking time. 
Design Speed, km/h Stopping Distance, m Overtaking Distance, m 
40 40 150 
60 75 300 
80 115 450 
100 170 750 
120 250 1100 
These distances need to be increased on dowf1grades. Formation of enclosing embankments and 
the retention of landscape features such as vegetation and outcrops may impact upon stopping 
sight distances. When the reduction or removal of these impacting features is not possible, either 
the road will require widening or the travel speed has to be reduced. 
5~TIOI-l 
Superelevation is the raising of the outside or the lowering of the inside of a curve; this allows the 
weight of the vehicle to help counteract centrifugal forces which otherwise would tend to make the 
vehicles slide sideways. 
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Superelevation is expressed as a percentage or as m/m (metre/metre): 10% - 12% (0.10m/m -
0.12m/m) is steep and is not recommended except for mountainous terrain; 6% (0.06m/m) is usual 
and the preferred maximum; and 3% - 5% (0.03m/m - 0.05m/m) is common and the most usual 
range in urban areas. Unless curves have a minimum or smaller radius, superelevation should 
rarely exceed continuation of the road crossfall. 
12f'. G/. 3J. 
The extent of superelevation depends on speed, curve radius, and surface characteristics. 
Horizontal curves which are not superelevated require much larger radii or a forced reduction in 
travel speed. For example, on a 1 OOkm/h design speed road, a 6% superelevation can result in a 
curve radius of one third of that of an unsuperelevated curve. 
The pavement is always rotated around the construction centreline (ie, the line on which the 
construction levels are given). 
tf: 
I 
The transition between no superelevation (straight road) and maximum superelevation of a curve 
needs to be smooth: changes in superelevation affect driving response. The length required to 
develop superelevation needs to ensure a good appearance and satisfactory driving response. 
Slower speed roads may have shorter lengths than those needed for major, higher speed roads. 
As a general rule, the minimum transition length (L) is equal to one ninth of the design speed. It is 
worthwhile being generous in deciding on L as longer transitions ensure better response and 
appearance. 
The length has four defined development locations: 
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Design Speed, km/h Minimum L to/from level point 
Superelevation 2% 3% 4% 5% 
40 7 10 13 16 
60 13 20 27 33 
80 18 26 35 44 
100 22 33 44 56 
120 26 40 53 67 
6% 
20 
40 
53 
67 
80 
8% 
26 
53 
71 
89 
107 
10% 
32 
67 
88 
111 
133 
Using this table to find the transition lengths for an 80km/h road with a 2% normal crossfall 
on the straight and superelevating to a maximum of 8% -
initial development 0 -2% 18m 
final development to 8% 71 m 
Relating this to the previous diagram: 
k !Sea> J 
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Superelevation has pronounced effects upon grading. There is a noticeable change to the usual 
contour signature of the roadway as illustrated on the straights, and the raising and/or lowering of 
the pavement and shoulder edges affects the relationships between new and existing landforms. 
Grading is based again on working outwards from contour locations on the road centreline. 
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The Vertical Alignment 
The vertical alignment is also made up of straights and curves. Generally the straights will exhibit a 
symmetrical cross-section where the roadway is a single pavement. Where there are divided 
carriageways, each pavement is generally symmetrical in cross-section but may differ from each 
other. In order to ensure smoother traffic flow, there are recommended maximum lengths of grades 
related to design speed; generally, the higher the speed and the steeper the gradient the shorter 
the length. 
Vertical Curves 
As changes in longitudinal gradients become greater, the sharpness of their junctions needs to be 
reduced. This is achieved through vertical curves which are used in four typical situations: 
+ 
Vertical curves are necessary when the difference in gradients is: 
(a) greater than 1:200 (0.5%) in major or higher speed roads; 
(b) greater than 1:100 (1%) in minor or lower speed roads. 
The components of vertical curves are illustrated in the following diagram. 
c..e5f..J"f'RE..t....lr-JE:.-~ 
APs.x ST"A:TID/-J 
TP Tangent Point (Point of Departure) 
MO Middle Ordinant 
HP High Point of Curve 
A Apex (Intersection of Extended Grade Unes) 
GLE Grade Une Extended 
L Length of Curve 
TP 
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The critical component is the curve length. Because the actual difference between the length of the 
curve and L is insignificant, L is taken as the curve length. 
The extent of the vertical curve relies on: 
(a) the difference in gradient change; 
(b) necessary sight distance; 
(c) design speed of the road. 
Design Speed, km/h Minimum L (0.6km/h) 
40 
50 
80 
100 
120 
24 
30 
48 
60 
72 
Providing sight distance is acceptable, very short curves may be used where the speed is low and 
in special situations such as floodways; their use elsewhere produces an unpleasant appearance 
due to the effects of foreshortening. Generally a larger than minimum length is preferable because 
the vertical curve is then smoother, more visually pleasing, and, with sag curves, ensures better 
headlight vision. 
Often, and especially in minor works which may be designed by a landscape architect, the 
determination of length is based upon an acceptable curve drawn upon a longitudinal section. If 
necessary, check this curve against a cut out to-scale section of the most cumbersome vehicle 
likely to use the roadway to ensure that scraping of front and/or rear ends will not happen. 
When the length of the curve, entering gradient, and exit gradient are known, the curve may be 
plotted and relevant levels established: 
Example: Determine the vertical curve and relevant Stations and levels of Departure Points 
and High Point for the change in grades in the road below (design speed BOkm/h). 
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Step 1: Understand the requirements and the given criteria. 
This will include recognition of the needs of the users and also the form of the landscape. 
Step 2: Determine the length of the curve. 
From the table L = 48m. 
A graphic test (not illustrated) shows 120m appears preferable because appearance and fit 
within the landscape are improved: L = 120m. 
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Step 3: Draw a cross-section with exaggerated vertical scale. 
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Step 4: Establish Apex level and station. 
Level of Apex and location of Apex Station are established from the section. 
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Step 5: Establish stations and levels of Points of Departure. 
Stations will be 'hl each side of the Apex Station. Project these into the section and 
determine levels of Points of Departure. 
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Step 6: Establish location of Middle Ordinant in the section. 
Step 7: Plot the vertical curve. 
The method of establishing points on 
the vertical curve is: 
(a) extend the grade line and 
establish the GLE position; 
(b) divide L into an even number (n) 
of increments (6, 8, 10, ... ) and 
project these through the section; 
(c) points of junction of the curve and 
increment lines are located by 
calculating offsets along the line of 
each increment from the grade line or 
grade line extended: 
offset = ~ x (increment number)' 
n2 
1st offset=~ x (1)2 
n2 
2nd offset = ~ x (2)2 
n2 
and so on for remaining offsets; 
(d) plot the curve through these 
points and the previously established 
MO. 
Using this method, plot the vertical curve in the section. The level of the HP and any other 
point on the curve is determined by its location in section. 
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SECTION 8 - GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
Worksheets 
There are four exercises. In each case, a length of roadway is given in plan and cross-section with 
relevant information. 
Worksheet 1. Indicate regrading by use of 1m contours. 
Worksheet 2. (a) Indicate regrading by use of 1m contours. 
(b) State the grade of the downhill carriageway. 
Worksheet 3. (a) Draft the 34 contour. 
(b) Show relevant spot levels along a cross-section through Station 210 500. 
Worksheet 4. 
The plan shows a length of 80km/h design speed roadway crossing a gully. 
Levels at stations are as follows: 
Station 
60 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200 
Level 
29.400 
26.400 
23.400 (junction of extended gradelines) 
25.900 
28.400 
30.900 
33.400 
35.900 
An indicative cross-section of the road is shown below. 
The horizontal curve is an arc of a circle between Stations 120 and 200. Maximum superelevation 
of the curve is to be 5%. The length of the vertical curve is to be 60m. 
(a) Indicate full metre intervals along the road centreline as spot levels. 
(b) Draw cross-section through Station 160 with vertical scale x5. 
(c) Establish the vertical curve through a cross-section with vertical scale x5. 
(d) Indicate mechanically correct regrading by contours at 2m intervals. 
(e) Indicate line of culvert to ensure gully flow beneath the roadway. 
Complete the exercise by indicating the extent of earthworks. 
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SECTION 8- GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
Worksheet 1 of 4 
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SECTION 8- GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
Worksheet 2 of 4 ~ ""-
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SECTION 8- GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
Worksheet 3 of 4 
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SECTION 9 - MOULDING EARTHWORKS 
Moulding is the art and practice of forming an appropriate transition between the new landform and 
the existing landform. Its characteristics will be determined by any one or a combination of: 
(a) existing landform - a gently sloping land would require a rounded transition while that 
for a steep, rugged landform would be more abrupt; 
(b) available land surface - all moulding extends the earthworks and legal boundaries may 
define the extent; 
(c) maintenance practices - certain equipment requires minimum grades and rounded 
transitions between slopes for efficient and safe use; 
(d) dollar costs - moulding involves additional earthworks and therefore additional cost. 
Moulding occurs at changes in gradient such as: 
1. edges of platforms; 
2. junctions of new slopes; 
3. within drainage channels; 
4. junction of new and existing landforms; 
5. outfall/discharge lengths of drainage channels. 
Actual slopes may also be moulded from a smooth profile for either aesthetic or functional 
purposes. For example, in rougher terrain a deeply textured slope surface may be visually more in 
character; benches or other surface changes may be formed for erosion control, planting, or 
maintenance access. This form of moulding is not covered in this Workbook. 
The extent of moulding is determined only after establishing the mechanically correct landform and 
then adjusting it where necessary to ensure adequate allowance to form moulding. There are then 
three profiles in developing a moulded landform - the mechanically correct, the unmoulded, and the 
moulded profile. 
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Edges of Platforms 
Moulding must occur beyond the edge of the required platform so that the complete area of the 
platform is available at the correct profile for its functional uses. The extent to which the platform is 
nominally extended to allow moulding is determined by practical (eg mowing equipment), functional 
(adequate space for the platform functions to occur in safety), and aesthetical (what appears 
visually appropriate) considerations. 
Draft a cross-section to determine this length of platform extension. Note that earthworks have 
now been increased by the difference between the mechanically correct and unmoulded profiles. 
Junctions of New Slopes (Cut and Fill) 
These junctions may be moulded and the required gradients maintained without additional 
earthworks quantities because the gradient formed along the line of junction is always less than that 
required (L, along diagonal is greater than L perpendicular to the contours). By maintaining a 
constant L between contours, both the required gradient and moulding will be achieved 
simultaneously. 
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Within Drainage Channels 
Drainage channels are moulded to ensure ease of maintenance. Draft a cross-section to 
determine an acceptable profile. 
PL-AN 
The critical factor is that the minimum depth is not reduced (that is, the required cross-sectional 
area is not reduced). 
Junction of New and Existing Landforms (foot/shoulder of fill, head/shoulder of cut) 
Moulding will occur beyond the edges of the unmoulded junction between old and new landforms. 
The extent also will be determined by practical, functional, and aesthetical considerations. 
Draft a cross-section through heads/feet of slopes to determine a suitable profile. 
Mouldings at shoulders depends on the designer's requirements and the capabilities of on-site 
earthmoving machines and their operators - the larger the machine, the less likely that smaller 
scale, more intricate moulding is possible. Based on analysis of intuitive grading design, moulding 
should be related to a curve, radius between 2m and 6m, with higher values being used as the 
gradient steepens; generally the radius becomes larger as the gradient becomes shallower. 
£><'!'6N'I" OF 
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Example: Indicate moulded regrading by use of 1m contours for the platform shown 
below, allowing for drainage between the cut and the platform. (This is the same platform 
used as the example in Section 6 - Grading for Drainage) . 
Step 
Criteria: . platform is 30m x 30m; edge AB is level 25.200, edge CD is 24.900; 
. all cut and fill gradients are to be 1:5 including that from the platform 
edge to the centre of the drainage channel; 
. drainage channel is to have a minimum moulded depth of 1m; 
. drainage channel is to have a 1:50 gradient with its highest point 
opposite midpoint of platform. 
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1: Determine as necessary and understand the requirements and design criteria. 
Draft appropriate cross-sections to scale to determine moulding dimensions for drainage 
channels and platform edge. Moulding dimensions at foot of fill and head of cut will be 
affected by the slope of the existing ground and, therefore, must be determined through a 
number of relevant cross-sections undertaken as part of Step 10. 
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Step 2: Redraft the platform edge to allow for moulding. 
This dimension is scaled from the initial 
drafted cross-section. Note that the level of 
this extended platform edge is the same as 
that of the adjacent platform edge. 
Step 3: Calculate plan and levels of the drainage channel in its unmoulded form and plot its 
centreline. 
Length A 
~0 
.o 
~~) 
-----~oo __ 
2.5.200 
5 750 
The drainage channel has four defined 
lengths: 
A from highest point along the foot of the 
cut to a position opposite the corner of the 
platform: 
B. a curve (moulded change of direction) to 
work closer to the energies of the water flow; 
C. extension towards the discharge point; 
and 
D. outfall length. 
Begin from the location and level of the 
extended platform edge and calculate the 
position and level of the unmou\ded 
channel centreline below highest point of 
channel. In this case: 
0 ~ channel depth + depth of moulding 
~ 1 000 + 0.150 ~ 1 150 
L ~ !?._ ~ 1 150 ~ 5 750 
G 1:5 
(Note that to ensure required minimum 
depth, which is the same as that in the 
Section 6 example, centreline of channel has 
been extended further from the platform 
edge). 
Calculation and plotting of length A will be 
exactly as shown in Section 6. The diagram 
shows length A plotted. Extend line of 
channel to F opposite extended platform 
corner B1• Scale B1F and calculate level of 
channel at F: 
B'F ~ 7 300 
0 ~ 1.460 
level F ~ 25.200 - 1.460 ~ 23.740 
(Check? Calculate along channel length EF.) 
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Length B 
Landscape Architecture OUT 
Note, however, a constant length from the 
platform edge and minimum moulded depth 
for the channel may both be given or 
established criteria. A channel may also be 
described by minimal cross-sectional area, 
the depth then being determined by side 
slope gradients or other design criteria. In 
all cases, unmoulded levels must be used in 
calculating channel location. 
The centreline of the drainage channel in 
plan will be an arc centred on the extended 
corner of the platform but increasing in 
length from it (ie it will be part of an ellipse). 
Calculation of location and level may be by 
either of two ways. 
(a) Mathematical using ellipse characteristics 
FG is a quarter of the circumference of an 
ellipse, centre B', B1G as half the major axis, 
and B'F half the minor axis. The full 
circumference of this ellipse will be rr(sum of 
axes). L2 may be calculated: 
L _ 2 r rr 
2 - 4 [ ~: l -" 
where G, =gradient B1 F and B'G 
G2 = gradient of drain FG 
2 X 7.300 X rr L, = -----,,---,,..,---
4 X [ .022] - rr 
45.8673 
36.8583 
= 1 244 
:.B'G = 7 300 + 1 244 
= 8 544 
Plot G, and then determine its level. 
D=GXL 
= 1:5 X 8 544 
= 1.709 
:.level G = 25.200 - 1. 709 
= 23.491 
(Check: D along L2 = D between F and G). 
L (6G>Iw) 
j) == <1><. f-
= r:s,_ Lc>«>Te4) 
Length C 
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The curve FG is determined by plotting 
locations of intermediate points; each point 
will be located from the unmoulded curve as 
a part of L2 in proportion to its relative 
location between F and G. 
Plot the moulded curve FG and note level of 
G. 
(b) Drafting (graphic) 
This method allows for locating the moulded 
curve FG by plotting the increase in L per 
defined D between the platform and the 
channel against the corresponding L for the 
channel to fall the same D. 
In the example, accepting a D = 0.100 at G 
= 0.2, then L = 0.5m. Draft a series of arcs, 
centre B1, radius beginning at 7 800 (r + 
0.500) and increasing by 0.5m. 
Then, for drainage channel also to fall 0.100 
(D), G = 0.02, L = 5 000. Draft an arc, 
centre F, radius 5 000, to intersect first arc 
drawn from B1• From this intersection, draft 
the next arc, radius 5 000, to intersect the 
second arc drawn from B, and so on as 
shown. 
Draft the curve through these points and 
extend to opposite B1 to locate G. Scale 
B1G, and calculate level of G as in (a) 
above. 
Calculation and plotting of length C will be exactly as shown in Section 6 - Grading for Drainage . 
. o' "''\vP ~ "'):·r ~ r 
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Length D 
This is plotted only after all other moulding has been completed (refer Step 1 0). 
Step 4: Plot other drainage channels as necessary. 
In this case, the channel falls each way from E. Because criteria are the same, the other channel 
will be a mirror image of the one already calculated and plotted. Use drafting techniques to plot 
the centreline of the other channel. 
Step 5: Calculate and plot mechanically correct new contours. 
Calculation and plotting are exactly as in previous Sections. 
Landscape Architecture OUT 
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Step 6: Mould the platform edges. 
If contours intersect the platform edge they will need to reflect the moulding. 
(I:>) 
Jv~,-r9N oF 
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Step 7: Mould junctions of new slopes. 
(a) Establish the contour crossing the 
platform. 
(b) Establish the 
moulded edge by 
known or determined 
contour beyond 
calculating from 
levels. 
the 
two 
(c) Establish the junction of the contour and 
the edge of the moulding (scale from the 
cross-section). 
(d) Join the junctions of the contour and the 
edges of the moulding with a curve. 
Establish contour immediately above drainage channel by using established spot levels and 
required gradients. Moulding of the junctions at the corners of platforms with horizontal edges will 
be shown by contours which will be circular arcs with their common centre on the extended 
platform corner; in platforms with crossfall, plot the amended contours using L calculated from 
adjacent known spot levels. To determine new contours outside the drainage channel, work from 
levels in the channel to locate new contour levels. Note that if the gradients and their angles with 
the drainage channel are the same each side of the channel, a cross-section at right angle to the 
channel must show a mirror image each side of the channel (use this fact to allow drafting without 
the calculations). 
Plot all new contours at these junctions. 
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Step 8: Mould the drainage channel. 
Because the channel is moulded, contours will not enter and return from the channel as a sharp 
angle in plan. Instead, they will enter and return with a curve at the centre of the channel. 
The L between the unmoulded and moulded point of return is calculated. 
L 0 of moulding 
G of channel 
~ 0.150 ~ 7 500 
0.02 
I' 
l.. 
I 
<7/). 
c U5G J>loVL.t>t!D C<Jri"T"oUP. 
LGVE./.E 'JJHIEH CAIL»U."T"INC{ 
ouTFA-LL- wvEU-
Plot and finalise the moulded contours within the drainage channels. 
Step 9: Mould junctions of new and existing landforms. 
The extent of this moulding at foot of fill and head of cut will be determined by the previously 
drafted cross-sections. Adjust the contours as shown in Step 6. Moulding at the shoulders of 
both cut and fill will be as determined by given or established criteria. These moulded contours 
generally will reflect those of junctions of new slopes (Step 7) but the L between contours will 
narrow or widen to adjust to the existing contours. 
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Step 10: Mould the outfall/discharge length of the channel and adjust moulded contours as 
necessary. 
In most cases, the water flow from the channel will need redirection to ensure the flow is in 
harmony with the surface water flow characteristics of the landform. In the example, the 
unmoulded outfall length opposite platform corner B would direct flow immediately onto the toe of 
the fill causing erosion; the channel needs to be realigned. There will need less dramatic 
realignment of the outfall length of the other channel. 
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Step 11: Indicate significant spoUevels and extent of earthworks. 
This is done as set out in previous Sections. Remember to include the relevant moulding profile 
in cross-sections being used to help determine earthworks extent. 
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SECTION 9- MOULDING OF EARTHWORKS 
Worksheet 
Below is the same platform from the Worksheet in Section 6 - Grading for Drainage. The 
platform has a 1:80 crossfall. Level of lower side of platform is 60.250 . 
Criteria: . all cut and fill gradients are to be 1 :4; 
. the moulded grassed drainage channel, gradient 1:40, mm1mum moulded 
depth 300, flows each way from the platform centre line. 
. allow 300 moulding length for the platform edge and 80 depth of 
moulding for the drainage channel. 
1. Draft a 1:20 cross-section through the platform edge and the drainage channel high point. 
2. Show the moulded regrading by use of contours. 
3. Outline the extent of earthworks. Locate and state critical spot levels and gradients. Suggest 
how the cover of the access pit can be kept clear of earthworks. 
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SECTION 10- GRADING DRAWINGS 
So far in this Workbook, we have been looking at a variety of independent exercises all related to 
understanding the form of the land and its reformation for specific uses. These exercises rarely 
occur independently of an overall design, but come together in Grading Drawings. 
The grading solution is part of the land design process and, as for design, satisfactory grading will 
be accomplished by assessing and reassessing possibilities. The final grading solution may not be 
the only possible solution for that design problem; nor may the means used to obtain the solution 
be the only way to develop that solution. 
Grading drawings are some of the design documents which indicate the vertical dimensions of the 
site. They will also show the existing and proposed site conditions that will affect implementation of 
the grading design. They provide written dimensions in the form of spot levels and/or contours to 
direct the work. And because the grading drawings form the basis of later construction documents 
they must be accurate, concise, and clear. 
It must be noted that contours by themselves are of limited help to the earthmoving contractor or 
other site personnel. Contours will give an indication of the form of the land, but the detailed levels 
must always be given by use of spot levels related to a known and obtainable datum. 
Requirements 
The Grading Drawing will be one of the documents used to communicate site works. Generally it 
will be associated with Earthworks Plans and Details; together they set out the nature, form, and 
extent of site works. The Grading Drawing will be concerned primarily with the surface (existing 
and proposed) and will include all information to show both existing and new landforms, the 
elements which affect the implementation and functioning of the proposed new landform, and the 
vertical dimensioning of the proposed new landform. 
1. Existing site conditions that might affect implementation either by their retention or removal, 
including the following: 
(a) topography; 
(b) structures - buildings, roads, paths, dams, etc; 
(c) vegetation - size, type, action (protecVsave, remove); 
(d) legal restrictions - property lines, easements; 
(e) utility structures - catch basins, gullies, access pits, culverts, etc; 
(f) utility lines - stormwater drainage, sewer, water, gas, electricity; 
(g) any unusual site conditions. 
2. Proposed site conditions (superimposed on existing conditions): 
(a) contours showing landform changes; 
(b) levels shown as spot levels; 
(c) structures, roads, carparks, etc; 
(d) drainage structures and centrelines of stormwater and subsurface drains (also 
surface and invert levels. 
3. Coordination: 
(a) relate to other associated drawings - setout plan, earthworks, etc; 
(b) key plan elements to other descriptive plans and notes; 
(c) relate to details, sections, profiles; 
(d) use appropriate and recognised abbreviations and symbols. 
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Graphics 
It is essential that the graphic techniques that are used produce a drawing that is accurate, legible, 
and pleasant: the accuracy will be obtained by using drafting techniques and being meticulous in 
their use; the legibility will come from sensible lettering style, use of recognised symbols, and 
consistency in both drawing and accompanying notes; the pleasure will come from a clarity of 
presentation in which line and letter weights are carefully selected and maintained. 
There are graphic techniques which will improve the speed and accuracy of work: 
(a) work on tracing paper over a print of the site plan until the grading design is resolved. 
This protects the original, allows the use of a variety of pens/pencils and colours, and 
facilitates amendments; 
(b) if the grading drawing is to be an original, draw the existing contours on the back of the 
drawing and proposed contours on the front. This allow alteration of the proposal without 
erasing the original contours; 
(c) where the original site plan should be used as little as possible (it may be a historic 
drawing), draft the existing conditions on to tracing and have a transparent print made for 
working. This then can be used as in (b) above; 
(d) where necessary, use annotated cross-sections and other details to aid resolution of the 
grading design and, later, to ensure clarity of communicating the result; 
(e) tape the drawing to a drawing board and use drafting equipment which will ensure that 
line work is improved, lettering guides are easily formed, parallel lines are drafted quickly 
and without double scaling, and overall accuracy is increased. 
In many cases, the use of and reliance upon only a plan may not enable easy understanding by the 
designer or others of the form of the land and the effects upon it of the grading design proposals. 
It is worthwhile to use cross-sections and/or perspective sketches to help clarification. Where 
cross-sections are taken or which sketches are developed will depend upon the need for and 
location of detailed understanding. In each case, the use of spot levels, indication of existing and 
proposed landforms, and dimensions is important. 
The following two sections illustrate a design detail and a working detail. It is essential that each is 
used for its correct purpose: the design detail aids interpretation of the design and is used also to 
clarify relationships (especially vertical ones) among design elements, materials and finishes, sight 
lines, landforms, and so on. Landscape elements such as people, cars, furniture, and plants will be 
shown. 
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In contrast, a grading cross-section will translate that design into specifically selected information 
which clarifies the land surface detail. Spot levels, dimensions, and other critical information are 
given. Anything not essential (such as plants, background elevations of buildings and other 
structures, and scaling devices) is omitted to ensure clarity of the grading intent. Note that the 
vertical scale may be exaggerated if necessary to illustrate small changes in level. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbols and abbreviations often simplify the drafting task and, when used carefully and 
consistently, they will also clarify and aid. understanding of the drawings. There are symbols which 
are recognised and these should be used. However, if others are used either in lieu of or in 
addition to these, then be consistent in their use and ensure an explanatory legend is used. 
job datum level (include spot level) 
bench mark 
contour level (number on high side of contour) 
existing contour (every fifth or tenth may be drawn with more weight) 
proposed contour (number on high side of contour) 
+21.625 existing spot level 
proposed spot level 
+TK top of kerb (include spot level) 
+BK bottom of kerb (include spot level) 
+TW/+BW top/bottom of wall (include spot level) 
+HP/+LP high/low point (include spot level) 
+TS/+BS top/bottom of steps (include spot level) 
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SL/IL surface/invert level (level) (include spot level) 
Dl M drain inlet (include SL and IL) 
CB lZl catch basin (include SL and IL) 
FG E! field gully (include SL and IL) 
AP 0 access pit (include SL and IL) 
GGP ~ grated gully pit (include SL and IL) 
~"!::_ _ stormwater drain (needs spot levels at inlet and outfall) 
_ .2?!2..., _ subsurface drain (needs spot levels at HP and outlet) 
='=-='='=?:07=' = open drainage channel (needs spot levels at HP and outfall) 
OL.t> 
!!!!l!"r'o"H"!!'Il' open lined drain 
"iD 
ummntttliillililtn grated drain 
s sewer line 
watermain 
>6 HT hose tap 
gas distribution main (fG town gas, NG natural gas) 
= underground electricity line 
overhead electricity line 
1 T T r cut slope 
llll fill slope 
Refer to Australian Standards on Drawing Practice for other symbols. 
Orientation within Drawings 
For efficient communication ensure that: 
(a) a north point appears on each plan; 
(b) all plans should have the same orientation: 
(c) lines of section are shown on all relevant plans and numbered/lettered; 
(d) locations of details are shown on plans and/or sections; 
(e) details are presented in true orientation to each other. 
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Indicating New Landform 
There are several conventional methods of indicating new landform in drawings. Some more 
common of these are: 
(a) spot levels at critical points such as edges of platforms, centre and kerb lines of 
roadways, high and low points of drainage channels and changes in their direction, highest 
point of crown; 
(b) spot levels on a grid system the size of which will be dictated by the degree of accuracy 
required; 
(c) contours calculated and redrawn; 
(d) indicating heads and feet of newly formed slopes and using a symbol to indicate slope 
type and direction: 
(e) a combination of (a) and (c), (a) and (d). 
In methods (a) and (b) the original spot levels may also be shown, and in methods (c) and (d) the 
original contours are retained on the drawing. Where both original and new spot levels are used, 
ensure that they are differentiated. 
Methods (a) and (b) are suited to drawings where changes of level are minor or need to be detailed 
exactly (for example, urban courts and many roadways). Method (c) will allow easier understanding 
of the new landform but will not ensure construction accuracy. Method (d) is essential as a 
construction drawing of earthworks. 
Regrading Procedures 
When regrading, adopt and continue a reasoned procedure so that inaccuracies and/or omissions 
are minimised and so that you may locate any previous calculations and/or criteria. 
(a) Establish all criteria and understand the existing conditions and the regrading 
requirements. Draft or draw freehand cross-sections to make sure. 
(b) Write down the G:D:L relationship in a visually prominent place. 
(c) Establish as much as possible in plan. Indicate edges of platforms/roadways, 
lines of drainage channels, directions and gradients of slopes, known spot levels. 
(d) Begin from known data and establish spot levels at critical points to test 
potential for success: in many instances, spot levels may indicate impossible or 
impractical situations necessitating a review of presumed or assumed criteria. 
(e) When satisfied that the calculated spot levels indicate a preferred solution, work 
methodically through the scheme to show other requirements such as new 
contours, earthworks, or other specific spot levels. 
The Worksheets 
The following exercises give you the opportunity to consolidate your grading knowledge and skills to 
date as well as expand them by introducing new information and varied themes. Have a genuine 
attempt at each before referring to the answers so that you give yourself the chance to check your 
understanding of both problem and technique. 
Remember that there may not be a single solution to a problem. However, your solutions should 
not vary greatly from the answers. 
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SECTION 10 -GRADING DRAWINGS 
Worksheet 1 of 3 
Prepare the grading drawing for the 30m x 30m platform shown on the Worksheet. 
Level of the northwest corner is 25.200 and there is a diagonal 1 :50 crossfall from that 
corner to the southeast corner. 
The foot of the cut is to be drained by a moulded grassed drainage channel at a constant 
6m from the platform edge; this channel has a 250 depth of moulding and is to fall 1 :25 
each way from the point (+-+-+) the level of which is 24.750. 
Unless determined otherwise by the above criteria, gradient of all cut slopes is to be 1 :3 
and that of all fill slopes 1 :5. Earthworks are to be moulded. 
Worksheet 2 of 3 
Prepare the grading drawing for the two recreational fields shown on the Worksheet. 
The Worksheet shows the proposed site plan for two sportsfields within a suburban park. The 
design intent is that the new landform will take account of the existing features and character of the 
park which is relatively open grassed areas with scattered trees on gentle slopes. 
Field 1 (first class turf wicket) shall be crowned 1 :50. Presume the wicket is included in this 
crowning. The field will be drained by a continuous box drain on and at the same level as 
the perimeter of the field, discharging into stormwater drains which will not affect the 
regrading. 
Field 2 (cricket and football) shall be graded 1:50 at rightangle to the line of play. The foot 
of any cut will be drained by a 1 :50 longitudinal gradient grassed channel with a minimum 
depth of 200 and a moulding depth of 200. 
All cuts and fills are to have a 1 :3 gradient. All trees are worthy of retention. 
Worksheet 3 of 3 
Prepare the grading drawing for the small carpark, using contours beyond the hard construction and 
spot levels elsewhere as necessary to communicate the solution. Indicate where you would locate 
a gully and its associated stormwater drain to remove stormwater from the carpark. 
The carpark is 20m x 17m with a 1 :20 west-east gradient, a 1:17 north-south gradient, and 
150 kerbs. 
The associated footpath on the northern and southern sides is 2m wide and has a 1 :50 fall 
towards the kerb. 
Outside the footpaths and also on the eastern side of the carpark is a grass verge 500 wide 
with a 1 :50 gradient away from paths and kerb. 
The existing swale is to be rerouted with a constant gradient between levels 46 and 43 and 
with side slopes of 1 :4 gradient. Moulding is to conform with that in the existing swale. 
Gradients of new slopes outside the northern, eastern, and southern sides of the carpark 
are to be 1:4. 
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SECTION 10 -GRADING DRAWINGS 
Worksheet 1 
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SECTION 10- GRADING DRAWINGS 
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SECTION 10 -GRADING DRAWINGS 
Worksheet 3 
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SECTION 11 - QUANTITIES 
At some stage in nearly every grading design it will be necessary to assess quantities of soil to be 
moved either for verifying balance of cut and fill or to prepare an estimate of costs. 
The ideal grading solution is often one in which the volumes of cut and fill can be balanced. This 
reduces the additional expense of transporting fill onto the site or removing excess cut from the site. 
This solution can be accomplished only by calculating the volumes of cut and fill before the 
earthworks begin; grading may be revised to minimise surplus of cut or fill on the basis of a 
preliminary study and continually refined to ensure a balance. However, be aware that it may not 
always be desirable or possible to achieve balance in earthworks. 
The two basic methods of calculating quantities (and on which are based several variations) both 
use the standard formula of Area x Depth = Volume. 
Conventions 
As with any other part of the grading procedure, a methodical approach is necessary if calculations 
of quantities are to be reasonably accurate . 
• Show line of no cuVno fill . 
. Determine what is cut or fill. If necessary, colour cut blue and fill red . 
. Where cross-sections, grids, contour areas, etc are to be numbered, do so consecutively . 
. Always calculate cut and fill quantities separately and show them separately. Use 
calculation proformas to assist the procedure. 
Area Measurement 
The method of measurement will depend upon both the complexity of shape and the degree of 
accuracy required. 
1. Simple Measurement 
Scale off the length and breadth and multiply. This is suitable for simple shapes or for more 
complex shapes which can be divided into simple shapes of square, rectangle, triangle, circle, or 
other for which there is an established formula for calculating area. 
2. Graph Overlay 
Overlay the shape with graph paper and count the squares. If the scale area of each graph square 
is known, multiply it by the number of squares; alternatively, convert the actual graph area to the 
scale area by multiplying by the scale factor (for example, a graph area of 200mm2 at scale of 
1 :500 will be 500 x 500 x 200mm2 or 50m2 • 
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3. Planimeter 
The planimeter is an instrument used for measuring areas of plane figures. This is done by guiding 
the instrument around the perimeter of the area and then multiplying the result by a given factor 
determined by the scale of the drawing. Digital planimeters give direct readings of areas. 
The planimeter may be used in two ways: 
(a) the standard method is to set the tracer arm or the digital setting at the instruction 
setting according to the drawing scale. After the perimeter of the area has been traced, the 
number of recorded revolutions are multiplied by the instruction factor for the scale of the 
drawing (the digital planimeter does this automatically); 
(b) another method of using a non-digital planimeter is to calibrate the instrument against a 
known area so that the actual readings on the planimeter are direct. This is done by 
constructing a shape to a known area at the scale required, and then adjusting the tracer 
arm by trial and error until the reading for one tracing of the shape equals the shape area. 
Calculating Volumes 
Calculations can be achieved through the following methods: 
1. spot levels; 
2. grid; 
3. average end; 
4. contours. 
1. Spot Levels 
When the excavation for a project is relatively small and the ground has a relatively uniform slope 
then the excavation may be considered as a prism. Find the area of excavation and multiply it by 
the average of the depths of excavation at the corners. This method is suitable for basements, 
swimming pools, and smaller excavations which are sharply defined. 
Example: Calculate the volume of excavation from the area shown. Base of the 
excavation is to be 122.000 and the sides are vertical. 
__ ...---
..-----
~ 
~ 
-----
--- /22. 
-
----,;:;;.. 
--
- -,-;;s 
PIAN 
I: !<too 
Step 1. Determine and understand the requirements and given conditions. 
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Step 2. determine surface spot levels at corners of the excavation. 
By interpolation, corner levels are: 
A- 123.000 
B- 122.500 
c- 124.300 
D- 123.800 
Step 3: Calculate the average depth of excavation. 
Depth of excavation at A 123.000 - 122.000 = 1 ooo 
B 122.500 - 122.000 = 0 500 
c 124.300 - 122.000 = 2 300 
D 123.800 - 122.000 = 1JlQO. 
5 600 average = -- = 1 400 
4 
Step 4: Calculate the volume. 
Volume = (9 000 x 6 000) x 1 400 
= 75.5m3 
5 600 
When the excavations are more extensive or when the surface of the ground is irregular, a similar 
method may be used. The area is first divided into a number of smaller areas; this ensures greater 
accuracy as the depths of excavation are taken at a greater number of places and each area can 
be calculated separately and results totalled. 
Where smaller sections are equal in area, an easier calculation is obtained by averaging the depths 
of excavation at all corners of those sections and multiplying by the area of one section: 
a = excavated depth at corner common only to one section, 
b = excavated depth at corners common to two sections, 
c = excavated depth at corners common to three sections, 
d = excavated depth at corners common to four sections, 
Volume = Section area x ( total a ) + ( 2xtota/ b ) + ( 3xtota/ c ) + ( 4xtota/ d ) 
4 
This method will give more accuracy for the same situations for which the previous method is used. 
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Example; Calculate the volume of the excavation from the area shown. Base of 
excavation is 120.000 and sides are vertical. 
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Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and given conditions. 
Step 2: Grid the area to form simple shapes preferably of the same size, and designate 
common corners of the same areas a to d as stated above. 
In this case, the area to be excavated is able to be divided into simple 3m x 3m squares. 
(When this is not possible, grid as many equal sections as possible (there may be more 
than one shape or one sized area but each different grouping must be calculated 
separately) and then calculate the remainder separately). 
Step 3: Determine surface spot levels at all points. 
This has been done by interpolation. 
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Step 4: Calculate depth of excavation at each point and record them in relation to a, b, c, 
and d points of commonality. 
Totals: a= 4.2 b= 4.0 C= 5.3 d= 4.7 
3.3 3.8 4.6 
4.9 3.7 5.3 4.3 
6.9 3.5 4.2 
6.5 4.9 5.7 
3.9 5.6 
25.8 5.8 
5.1 29.1 
6.7 
48.2 
Step 5: Calculate the volume by using the given formula. 
Volume = area x ( total a ) + ( 2 x total b ) + ( 3 x total c ) + ( 4 x total d ) 
4 
= ( 3 X 3 ) X ( 25.8 ) + ( 2 X 48.2 ) + ( 3 X 5.3 ) + ( 4 X 29.1 ) 
4 
= 9 X 63.6 
= 572.4m3 
Step 6: Calculate the volumes of any areas of the excavation which have not been included 
within the established shapes/grid or repeat the above process tor each group of 
shapes/areas and add the results. 
3. Average End Method 
A prismoid is a solid with parallel but unequal ends or bases with other faces quadrilaterals or 
triangles. In calculating volumes of earth, various cross-sections of cut or fill may be considered at 
defined distances apart. The volumes bounded by these areas approximate prismoids and are 
considered as such in calculations. 
The following diagram shows a prismoid with dimensions. The top and bottomfaces, F1 
and F2, are parallel planes. The volume of a prismoid is: 
Volume = average end area x distance inbetween ends 
=F1+F2xH 
2 
The volumes obtained from using this formula are generally slightly in excess of the exact 
values. However, this formula is used extensively because it is simple. 
Volume= (0.750 x 1.250) + (1.100 x 1.500) x 2_500 
2 
= 3.970m3 
The average end method is the most commonly used method for calculating quantities realted to 
circulation routes (tip the figure above on its side and it could easily be a section of road 
earthworks), and is used often in calculating quantities in other situations. 
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It is used in the following way: 
(a) parallel sections are drawn in positions which reflect the effects of the grading. They 
are generally at equal intervals, but this is not essential; 
(b) the areas of cut and fill of each cross-section are measured and these become the 
••ends"; 
(c) averages between consecutive "ends" are calculated and multiplied by the distance 
between them to give volumes. 
It is worthwhile systematically tabulating the calculations and results to encourage accuracy and to 
facilitate checking. The following is an outline of a proforma; a copy of the complete proforma is 
included at the end of this Section. 
CuVfill calculations (average end method) 
cross- cut m2 fill m2 distance volumes m3 
section 
section average section average cut fill 
Example: Calculate volumes of cut and fill between the points A and B in the road 
design below. 
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Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and given conditions. 
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Step 2: Locate positions for cross-sections and draft them at suitable scale. 
In this case because gradients and alignments are reasonably consistent, cross-sections 
will be located at 20m intervals. Cross reference sections to locations on plans. 
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Step 3: Determine relevant areas of cut and fill for each cross-section and tabulate. 
Step 4: Calculate "average ends" and multiply by the distance between "ends" to determine 
volumes. 
Cutlfill calculations (average end method) 
cross- cut m2 fill m2 distance volumes m3 
section 
section average section average cut fill 
A 4-8. 0 qeo 4-'7 0 2.0 A-t-2o q-2. 0 C,l,o f.o 3; 3 2.o 
A+ '1-0 2+ 17 " 7 2./?.'f 1/'f e. 17 10 8 
-f,~: !Bq.<f l?'f 
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Example: Calculate volumes of cut and fill bounded by lines AA and BB and 
amended contours 20 and 32 in the regrading shown in the plan below. 
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Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and given conditions. 
Note that BB is a line of no cuVno fill. 
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Step 2: Locate positions tor cross-sections and draft them at a suitable scale. 
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In this case, cross-sections have been located at 15m intervals. To gain greater accuracy, 
they have been drawn with vertical scale x2. Remember if using an exaggerated vertical 
scale, the resultant cross-sectional area will also be exaggerated by the same factor. 
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Step 3: Determine relevant areas of cut and fill for each cross-section and tabulate. 
Step 4: Calculate "average ends" and multiply by the distance between "ends" to determine 
volumes. 
CuVfill calculations - given area 
cross- cut m2 fill m2 distance volumes m3 
section 
section average section average cut fill 
A 0 22.. 1(, ·~ 15' .:;o '2.1f-7 ·'i 
A+''-' II l/- II 
A+$o ;<r 2.1 ~ I~ 31'5 12o '5 
A+<6 % 
;q..5" 1.·5' I> 517·, ."37·~ 
() 
11. ':7 0 1-5 2..b2.·~ 
-2> {) 0 
7~: /IS!i if.D!> 
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4. Contours. 
A simple and reasonably accurate method of calculating quantities is to calculate cut and fill 
considering consecutive contour intervals as thin slabs. In this method, the area enclosed by each 
new contour is measured for either cut or fill and multiplied by the contour interval to calculate 
volume. 
The following plan indicates the regrading necessary to construct a platform. The first step in 
calculating quantities is to establish the cut and fill areas according to the new contours. In this 
case, there are two areas of cut (C1 and C2) and three areas of fill (F1, F2, and F3) enclosed by 
new contours. 
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/..--:::::::=;::::/=/::::::::~ 
Measure the plan areas enclosed by each new contour (that is, the area between the existing 
contour and the new contour of the same elevation). Ensure that the cut and fill are kept separate. 
Multiply each by the contour interval (I) to determine the volume. 
Volume cut = I x (C1 + C2) 
Volume fill = I x (F1 + F2 + F3) 
The addition of these two figures will give the total volume of earth moved; their difference will 
indicate the relative balance between cut and fill subject to a Bulking Factor (see later). 
While this formula gives an acceptable result in most cases, it does result in an approximation of 
volumes because: 
(a) the actual forms of the "slabs" shown in the diagram do not have vertical sides and are 
really prismoidal in shape; and 
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(b) the cut or fill generally extends beyond the last amended contours and forms a 
pyramidal shape between the contour and the existing ground. 
Moulding of the cuts and fills would extend the earthworks so the depth of these pyramidal shapes 
could be taken to approximate a contour inteiVal. 
2 
2"2. 
21 
I 
I 
/ 
/ 
Then volume = contour inteiVal x (V. base area of pyramid + average end areas of prismoids) 
In the diagram above, 
Volume = I { ~1 + F1 ; F2 + F2 ; F3 + ~3} 
= I{~ F1 + F2 + ~F3} 
(where, in each case, F is the plan area between the relevant amended and existing contours. 
When using this method to calculate volumes for regrading a platform in a cut/fill situation, there 
has to be a further refinement of the formula to recognise the smaller than contour inteiVal between 
platform elevation and adjacent contours. The line of no cut/no fill must be plotted to allow 
measurement of relevant plan areas, and volumes between platform surface and adjacent contours 
above and below the platform must be calculated separately. 
21 
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In the diagram above, 
Volume fill = I { Ft + Ft + F2 + F2 + F3 + F3 + F4 + d ( F4 + F5 ) } 
3 2 2 2 2 
= I { % Ft + F2 + F3 + ~4 } + d { F4 ; FS } 
The volume of cut would be calculated in a similar way. 
The contour method is especially useful for larger scale volumes such as those in dams and major 
regrading projects. Measurements and calculations should be tabulated for reasons already stated. 
The following format is suitable for this use and may be reformatted for specific equipment or 
techniques. 
Cutifill calculations - Contour Method 
contour cut m2 fill m2 contour volume m3 
level interval 
no. adjusted no. adjusted cut fill 
area area 
Example: Calculate the volumes of cut and fill in the regrading shown in the diagram below. 
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Step 1: Determine and understand the requirements and given conditions. 
Clearly and consecutively outline and number the areas of cut and fill (that is, the areas between 
amended contours and the existing contours of the same level). Remember the formula applies to 
each area of cut and or fill - if there are areas of cuVfill located apart from others, each must be 
calculated separately. 
"'( EO 
""' Step 2: Measure areas of cut and til/ and tabulate results. 
In this example, a planimeter has been used to measure the areas. Enter the figures as they are 
determined (see under following Step). 
Step 4: Complete the calculations. 
CuVfill calculations - Contour Method 
contour cut m2 fill m2 contour volume m3 
level interval 
no. adjusted no. adjusted cut fill 
area area 
Zo 
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Bulking Factor 
Whenever consolidated earth is excavated, the resultant volume is always more. This is known 
as bulking, and the bulking factor depends basically on soil type. A very rocky soil will bulk 
much more than a finer particle soil because the latter will pack more easily when placed. A 
commonly accepted bulking factor for general purpose is 10%. 
This 10% is satisfactory for calculations when the excavated soil is being replaced as fill (it is 
impossible or, at the least, highly impractical, to reconsolidate to the original unexcavated 
volume). 
However, when spoil is to be dumped into trucks and removed from the site then a more realistic 
bulking factor is 30%. 
Example: Estimate the number of 10m 3 truck journeys to remove spoil from a site 
where the calculated volumes of undisturbed earthworks are 1500m3 cut and 
1232m3 fill. 
Using a 10% Bulking Factor for replaced material: 
1232m3 = 11 0% excavated material replaced 
cut used as fill = 1232 
110% 
= 1120m3 
remaining undisturbed spoil = 1500 - 1120 
=380m 3 
Using a 30% Bulking Factor for spoil: 
Landscape Architecture OUT 
Volume for removal = 130% of 380 
=494m 3 
No. of truck loads 494 
"'10 
= 50 
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Calculations of Quantities using the Average End Method. 
Project--------------------------------
Calculations by Date 
cross- cut m2 fill m2 distance volumes m3 
section 
section average section average cut fill 
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Calculations of Quantities using Contour Method 
Project--------------------------------
Calculations by--------- Date ________ _ 
contour cut m2 fill m2 contour volume m3 
level inteiVal 
no. adjusted area no. adjusted area cut fill 
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SECTION 11 -QUANTITIES 
Worksheet 1 of 3 
The 40m x 40m area shown on the plan is to be excavated to level 100.000. The sides of the 
excavation are to be vertical. 
(a) Calculate, using Spot Levels method, the volume of the excavation. 
(b) Calculate, using the Grid method, the volume of the excavation. 
(c) Explain any difference between the results. 
Worksheet 2 of 3 
The plan shows the regrading for the platform included as one of the exercises in Section 5 - Part 
A. 
(a) calculate the volumes of cut and fill using the Average End method. 
(b) If the bulking factor of the soil is 10%, what would be the difference between cut and 
fill? 
Worksheet 3 of 3 
The plan shows the regrading for some broad earthworks. 
Calculate the cut and fill volumes using either the Contour or Average End method. Use a 
Bulking Factor of zero. 
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SECTION 11 -QUANTITIES 
Worksheet 1 of 3 
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SECTION 11 -QUANTITIES 
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SECTION 11 -QUANTITIES 
Worksheet 3 of 3 
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SECTION 12- GRADING DESIGN 
The majority of criteria for the grading exercises in this Workbook have been given so that there 
could be an answer against which solutions could be compared. However, the criteria for a grading 
design, in most cases, have to be established by the designer and continually reviewed as the 
design progresses. This means that there is rarely only one solution to any grading design; 
however, any solution must be achieved within both acceptable grading standards and the intent of 
the project design. 
Remember the following: 
(a) begin from known data and establish spot levels at critical points to test the potential for 
success: in many instances, spot levels may indicate impossible or impractical situations 
necessitating a review of presumed or assumed criteria; 
(b) when satisfied that the calculated spot levels indicate a preferred solution, work 
methodically through the scheme to show other requirements such as new contours, 
earthworks, or other specific spot levels; 
(c) there are grading standards some of which may be determined by local and/or statutory 
requirements; 
(d) ground adjacent to all buildings should slope away from the structure - where a building 
is located close to a cut, grade away from the building towards the cut; 
(e) if in doubt about minimum gradients or the quality of surface finish, increase the 
gradients to ensure adequate drainage; 
(f) do not exceed natural angles of repose unless you are assured that stabilisation 
measures will be able to be implemented immediately; 
(g) do not extend earthworks under the crown of trees. However, depending on the tree 
species, some minor filling may be acceptable. Cutting is never acceptable; 
(h) be honest in communicating the impact of the grading design: show the full extent of the 
earthworks, indicate extent and intensity of changes to grading standards, and show site 
elements which will be affected by the earthworks; 
(i) topsoil on site is a valuable resource: ensure its stripping from the area which will be 
affected by the earthworks and recognise the volumes which will be reused on site and 
allow for their adequate storage. 
Grading Design Procedure 
Step 1: Understand the existing landform and the intent of the project design. 
This initial step is crucial to success. A grading design undertaken without due regard to landform 
and intent of the project design nearly always results in problems during and subsequent to the 
construction, not only to the project itself but also to adjacent lands and the designer's reputation. 
(a) Existing Landform 
Understand the general "flow" of the landform . 
. Is the topography smooth and rolling, or rough and abrupt? 
. What is the pattern of natural drainage? Are there permanenVitinerant 
streams/springs, pending areas? 
landscape .Alchlloctura OUT 
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. Are there natural or built problems such as excavations, poorly drained areas, 
erosion-prone areas, problem soils? 
Where necessary (and it often is) draw sketch cross-sections and make 
explanatory and directive working notes on drawings. 
(b) Intent of the Project Design 
A potentially effective design will have been developed in harmony with the site 
conditions. However, make yourself aware of and understand the designer's intent; 
put yourself into the project and endeavour to feel the experience inherent in the 
design. 
. How does the design relate to the site in aspects such as entrances, siting of 
elements, recognition of site factors such as climate, views, features? 
. Are there any specific site features or experiences which must be maintained as 
essential contributing parts of the design? 
Record the information on plans and sections. Use photographs if they will help 
your understanding and memory. 
Step 2: Understand the detail of the site landscape and the design. 
Because grading quality will contribute greatly towards the functional and psychological enjoyment 
of the project, detailed aspects of both the landscape and the project must be recognised. 
(a) The site landscape 
. Locate trees and tree groups, noting location, species, health, importance 
(botanical/cultural), branch/crown spread, trunk size, and relevant rooting 
characteristics (surface/above surface/etc) . 
. Locate and record any other important vegetation (shrubs, grasses) . 
. Locate rock outcrops and any other specific topographical feature . 
. Note effectiveness of drainage patterns and channels, and of existing and potential 
outfalls, ponding areas, etc . 
. Note all relevant climatic data upon which the grading may impact (such as sun 
angles, wind patterns, local air movement such as frost pocketing). 
(b) The design 
. Locate all building entrances and other openings which may determine or 
influence the internal-external relationships . 
. Note floor levels of buildings and entrances . 
. Locate all paths, roadways, and associated elements such as culverts and drains . 
. Locate all services (power, water supply, gas, telephone, stormwater, sewerage) 
and service access points; note surface and invert levels. 
All this information must be recorded on drawings. Remember to note all relevant levels 
associated with all these elements. 
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Step 3: Determine the constraints and opportunities afforded by the existing conditions and the 
design proposals. 
Each design and site will contain factors constraining grading proposals; on the other hand, 
however, there may be opportunities which can be incorporated. 
(a) Constraints 
These will include all existing and proposed elements (and their levels) which are fixed or 
unalterable or which, if altered, would then be detrimental to or detracting from the project; 
(note that there may be some identified constraints that are not "hard"; that is, they may be 
altered without detriment): 
. trees and tree groups (and the land surface under the branch/crown spread); 
. underground services (access points may be raised or, possibly, lowered); 
. overhead services (filling may reduce clearance); 
. building entrances and their levels; 
. roads and access ways; 
. functional and statutory requirements related to grading standards; 
. project requirements (eg cuVfill balance, access or storage restrictions). 
These must be noted clearly and all relevant spot levels included. Ensure that the 
"hardness" of the constraint is understood and stated. 
(b) Opportunities 
These will include existing and proposed elements which provide the grading design with 
greater flexibility: 
. existing natural or built drainage patterns including potential inlets, outfalls, and 
ponding areas; 
. areas in which any one of a range of gradients is possible (such as grassed 
areas); 
. areas in which gradients may vary (that is, the surface can be warped) which will 
allow for easier incorporation of fixed elements; these may be natural areas or built 
such as carparks. 
These must be noted - and remembered. 
Step 4: Develop a broad grading concept by use of selective critical spot levels. 
The initial grading design is developed and tested by determining spot levels at critical points within 
the design and at its junction with the existing landform. This may be done relatively quickly and 
grading concepts tested for function and fit. 
The concept may be approached in a number of ways: 
(a) begin with external fixed constraints; 
In this technique, grading is done from the outside in. Fixed external levels, such as at 
roadways, land surfaces beneath trees, or on some other elements the positions of which 
are critical and immovable, are accepted as starting points and critical spot levels within the 
project are calculated from these. 
This technique is especially suitable for the Carpark (Grading Project 1) where the project is 
confined rigidly by constructed elements with fixed levels. 
Landscape Arch!tocturo QUT 
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(b) begin with project elements; 
Grading is done from the inside out. A spot level within the project is selected or 
established and critical spot levels are determined to ensure the project will function. The 
relationship between the edge of the project and the external landform is then analysed and 
the whole project raised or lowered to enable a better fit. 
This technique is suitable for the Monument (Grading Project 2) where the edge of the 
project is strongly defined by itself rather than by external elements. 
(c) begin with one section. 
If a project falls easily into identifiable and virtually discrete sections, it is often possible to 
begin with one, establishing critical spot levels within the section and at its interface with 
another section which is then graded in concept, and so on. 
Whichever technique is used, the designer will be establishing criteria to direct the grading concept. 
Ensure that these are noted. The criteria may be altered as the concept develops and its impact is 
analysed, so it is critical that the information is recorded methodically and clearly. The grading 
design concept which is evolved will be presented as a number of spot levels and notes about 
gradients and other aspects. 
Sometimes more than one concept is developed to illustrate solutions which differ because of the 
specific approaches to the problem which have been selected by choice or by fixed constraints. For 
example, pending on-site and draining quickly off-site will result in different grading design 
concepts; retention or removal of trees may determine different yet viable options. 
The concept is evaluated for its effectiveness in relation to the existing landform, design intent, 
pertinent details of the site landscape and the design (Steps 1 and 2), and cuVfill balance where 
required. The concept is refined as necessary. Always be aware and record when and why criteria 
are amended. 
Step 5: Prepare the detailed grading design. 
The accepted concept is then graded in detail. 
Begin by determining relevant intermediate spot levels calculated from requirements of functional 
gradients and site characteristics. Where possible, minimise the number of or standardise gradients 
for similar uses to achieve greater unity within the grading design. For example, in the Carpark 
(Grading Project 1) the same gradients and relationships between direction of gradient and 
carparking bays within each of the three distinctive parking areas will help achieve grading unity; 
minor amendments to other gradients are able to be effected by warping grassed areas and by 
slight adjustments to less dominant elements within the design. 
When spot levels and gradients are satisfactory, recontouring and/or stating critical spot elevations 
are undertaken as necessary to indicate landform. Work from the construction centreline of roads 
and from other fixed or established spot levels. 
Continually evaluate the progress of the solution against the concept, original landform, and design 
intent. Ensure adequate and appropriate drainage to designated inlets, outfalls, or ponding areas. 
Mould the new landform into the existing. 
Where earthworks quantities balancing is essential, relative amounts of cut and fill will need 
constant evaluation. Amend the evolving solution as necessary. 
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Step 6: Prepare adequate communication by way of grading drawings. 
Ensure drawings have adequate notation of spot levels, contours, etc as set out in Section 10 -
Grading Drawings. Where necessary, use cross-sections to support the grading plan. 
Step 7: Ensure evaluation at all stages. 
Evaluation is continuous through the grading design process. Two special instances are: 
(a) during concept and detailed design stages; 
Evaluation through these stages may indicate that modifications to the project design would 
result in more effective relationships between project elements and the site landscape. For 
example, the lowering of the floor level of a building may ensure a better fit within the site; 
the minor relocation of a structure may permit the necessary regrading between it and the 
trees which would then be able to be retained; a change in road gradient may reduce 
earthworks. 
Such amendments are often minor in nature but may have large positive effects on the final 
quality of site relationships and overall cost effectiveness. However, do not implement such 
changes without gaining the necessary approvals to do so; you may need to prepare 
adequate supporting documentation in justification for proposed changes. 
(b) during and subsequent to construction. 
On-site conditions and/or site inspections may highlight the need for changes to the original 
design. Always evaluate the actual and potential effects of such changes before they are 
approved for implementation. 
Some Final Comments 
Remember that the grading drawings establish and communicate the vertical dimensions of the 
project (a setout drawing and other plans will establish the horizontal dimensions). Adequate 
dimensioning by way of spot levels and/or contours must be given clearly. 
Spot elevations are most essential: while contours will allow an easier understanding of the 
landform, they are unable to be used in the actual setting out and checking of the work. 
A worked example of the preparation of grading design and drawings is given by Landphair and 
Klatt, Landscape Architecture Construction pp 59-64. 
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SECTION 12 -GRADING DESIGN 
Grading Projects 
Each of these projects is to be considered as a technical exercise. In order for each to be clear, 
concise, and accurate, you should work on a drawing board and use drafting equipment. Ensure 
that each drawing is suitably identified with drawing title, scale, date drawn, your name, and any 
other information necessary. 
Balance of cut and fill is not required. The prime objectives are to achieve unity of grading design 
and the best possible fit between the project and the site landscape within the given criteria. 
In each case, after you have completed the exercise consider any amendments to the given 
conditions (including the design) which would have resulted in a better grading design. 
1. Carpark 
The drawing shows the sketch design for carparking and entry to an exhibition building 
within an rural academic campus. The building is predominantly low set and the entrance is 
featured in the form of the design. The podium formed by the retaining wall serves both as 
a suitable transition between the building and the ground and as a spill-over area for social 
functions within the immediate internal spaces. The walled courtyard opens out from a VIP 
room and does not form part of the grading design. At times of major use, additional 
carparking to the northeast is used. 
The surrounding landscape is one of gentle slopes and open fields. 
Show the grading design by use of spot elevations. For ease of evaluation, indicate the 
direction, extent, and gradient of each slope. Prepare your design drawing on tracing paper 
and submit a print. 
2. Monument 
The drawing shows the sketch design for a monument to early pioneers. The monument is 
to have a central sculpture mounted on a podium partly enclosed by masonry walls which 
will hold plaques and other elements recalling the travails and impacts of the early settlers 
of the area. The monument is set upon a small spur above a transient watercourse in a 
landscape of grassed slopes and mature, healthy native trees. It is planned with a strong 
focal relationship to both the entry and enclosing roads. Carparks provide also for disabled 
use. 
The area within the enclosing road will be mown grass; outside this road will be native 
grasses. The designer intends to include additional tree planting to the east and northeast 
of the monument to increase the intensity of the setting. 
The grading intent is to integrate the design and the landscape, conserving the watercourse 
and the trees. You are asked to prepare a suitable grading design and communicate it by 
use of 1m contours and critical spot levels. Indicate any field gullies (but not road gullies) 
within the design. 
Criteria - roadways 
-culverts 
Landscape Archltocturo OUT 
design speed 40km/h 
minimum crossfall 1 :50 
maximum superelevation 6% 
maximum longitudinal gradient 1:15 
minimum sub-base depth 250 
minimum height 450 
minimum crosssection 0. 75m2 
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- culverts 
-walls 
maximum superelevation 6% 
maximum longitudinal gradient 1:15 
minimum sub-base depth 250 
minimum height 450 
minimum crosssection 0. 75m2 
maximum retaining height 1 100 
- cuVfill slopes maximum 1 :4 
3. Street Intersection 
The drawing shows a design for an intersection of two cross streets and for two adjacent 
houses. The landscape has a relatively complex natural drainage pattern and the 
intersection is imposed above a low point. There are existing trees on the western side; the 
eastern side has been cleared for grazing purposes. 
House No 1 will be two-storey on a single level platform extending 4m beyond the rear of 
the dwelling. House No 2 will be two storey above the garage which will have retaining 
walls on three sides, and single storey above the upper platform which is to extend 7m to 
the south along the whole length of the dwelling. The difference in level between the two 
platforms is to be 1 400. 
Show the grading design by use of critical spot levels and 0.5m contours. Your design 
drawing may be prepared on the given print. 
Criteria - Roadways all roads are classed as minor roads 
max longitudinal gradient 1 :8 
max longitudinal gradient within 30m of intersection 1 :25 
crossfall 1 :50 each way from the road centreline 
all kerbs are vertical 150 
verge max 1 :20 (2m wide to wider road, 1m wide to narrower road) 
Embankments max 1 :2 
steeper than 1 :3 are to be stone pitched 
boulder walls at 1:1 may be used in the houses 
Drainage no more road/kerb gullies are allowed 
indicate necessary field gullies 
show iocations, Sls and lls of stormwater drainage lines 
Houses max gradient of driveway 1:5 
Trees all trees worthy of retention. 
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GRADING DESIGN FOR THE CARPARK 
Understand the nature of the problem. 
1. Highlight fixed and/or critical information contained in the drawing and the brief (for 
example, extent of project, spot levels which are unalterable, tree spread, services, fixed 
gradients). 
2. Understand the design intent (for example, the wall to retain a podium for the building, 
easy pedestrian access, general simplicity of form and line), existing landform, existing 
drainage patterns. 
Determine the constraints and opportunities. 
3. Establish where flexibility and inflexibility occur (for example, grassed areas are flexible 
because gradients are not fixed and can vary, existing kerbs and channels are inflexible). 
4. Establish where criteria have to be determined (longitudinal gradients and crossfalls), 
where locations of gradient changes would be in harmony with the design, and where other 
information has to be sought and determined. Note that much of this information may 
evolve as the design progresses and as details are being resolved. 
Develop the grading concept. 
5. Test existing gradients against those of the proposed uses (are they compatible? do they 
indicate cuts or fills or less than optimal functional gradients?) 
6. Establish critical proposed gradients and spot levels working from one or more starting 
points. Always work from inflexibility towards flexibility, establishing actual gradients and 
spot levels as the design proceeds. Note "problem" areas for future resolution and be 
satisfied that the grading design works reasonably well through the determined and/or 
calculated spot levels and gradients. 
Prepare the detailed grading design. 
7. Reorganise/adjust gradients where necessary to achieve a grading unity (for example, try 
for a common gradient to carparking areas, consistent crossfalls to pathways, minimum 
interruptions or designed change points to longitudinal gradients, reasoned junction between 
new and old landforms) and always keep checking the critical spot levels. Beware of 
warping pathways, especially at junctions. 
8. Note all final gradients and relevant spot levels. Continually check that the given and 
established criteria are being met or that essential changes/ variations have been reasoned 
and noted. 
Communicate the grading design. 
1 o. Communicate the design as required or in the best way to ensure it is understood. Use 
explanatory notes or sketch details as necessary. Note that gradients are rarely included in 
information for construction purposes although the fall in mm across pathways or slabs is 
often included; spot levels, directions of gradients, and lines and spot levels showing 
changes of gradient are essential. 
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GRADING DESIGN FOR THE MONUMENT 
Understand the nature of the problem. 
1. Highlight fixed and/or critical information contained in the drawing and the brief (for 
example, lowest level of road over drainage swale, tree spreads. maximum heights of 
retaining walls, maximum road superelevation). 
2. Understand the form of the existing landscape and drainage patterns (draw cross-
sections) and understand the design intent ( simple, flowing, focussed on the monument, 
set within the trees, visual and physical harmony). 
Determine the constraints and opportunities. 
3. Establish where flexibility and inflexibility occur (for example, gradients of carparks, roads, 
and paths and heights of road above drainage swale are flexible within limits, given and 
standard gradients and tree locations are inflexible). 
4. Establish where criteria such as path gradients, crossfalls, superelevation, and even 
longitudinal gradients may have to be determined and where location of gradient changes 
could be in harmony with the design and the landform. Note that some of these may be 
determined only later during the grading design process or not be able to be achieved. 
Develop the grading concept. 
5. Develop and test a concept for the grading design by establishing spot levels at critical 
points within and at the edge of the project. 
(a) Select a suitable starting point or points (for example, shoulder edge near closest tree 
or maximum height of retaining wall as limiting factors; junction of entry road or minimum 
height above drainage swale as potential points of new and old landform junctions) and 
highlight it as the generator. 
(b) Establish spot levels at relevant points within and at the edge (junction of shoulder 
and existing landform) of the project, always working from inflexibility to flexibility. 
(c) Check the initial relationship between proposed and existing spot levels where 
proposals meet the existing land; remember that inclusion of vertical curves will raise low 
points and lower high points. Raise or lower the whole project and/or adjust flexible 
gradients (always within the design intent) to ensure a closer fit between the proposals 
and the existing landscape. 
6. Establish firm and acceptable spot levels throughout. 
Prepare the detailed grading design. 
7. Begin recontouring along roads and pathways, confirming and "locking-in" gradients, 
crossfalls, superelevations, and critical spot levels as the work proceeds. 
8. Note all final gradients on roads and pathways and insert spot levels as necessary. 
Continually check that the given and established criteria are being met or that essential 
changes/variations have been reasoned and noted. (There is no need to amend the given 
criteria in this project.) 
Communicate the grading design. 
9. Communicate the grading design as required in the brief or in the best way to ensure it is 
understood. Use explanatory notes and/or sketch details as necessary. 
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GRADING DESIGN FOR THE STREET INTERSECTION 
Understand the nature ot the problem. 
1. Highlight the fixed and/or critical information contained in the drawing and the criteria. 
Note that regrading must be contained within the right-of-way except where work is 
necessary to complete access to the buildings and the settings of the buildings. 
2. Understand the form of the existing landscape and its drainage patterns. Draw cross-
sections along the road centrelines and elsewhere as necessary. Understand the design 
intent. 
Determine the constraints and opportunities. 
3. Establish the flexible and inflexible aspects (there is far more information to be 
determined for this grading design than in the previous two). 
4. Understand where criteria have to be established. As the need arises, decide on 
gradients and note them on the drawing for later confirmation or adjustment. 
Develop the grading concept. 
5. Test regrading by beginning at the intersection and working back along the roads, 
establishing spot levels at critical points and verifying that the gradients are acceptable, that 
drainage works as designed and maintains natural flows, and that earthworks for the 
roadways are able to be contained within the R. 0. W. 
6. Continually test and adjust to gain the best fit. Once the grading design works well 
overall, resolve problem areas (for example, how to save trees (is it really possible/practical 
to save all?), drainage associated with the houses) as the work proceeds, by using spot 
levels. 
Prepare the detailed grading design. 
7. Begin recontouring along the roadways, confirming gradients and critical spot elevations 
as work proceeds. 
8. Continually check that the criteria (given and established) are being met or that essential 
changes/variations have been reasoned and noted. 
9. Ensure that the grading design has recognised safety issues such as adequate sightlines 
at corners and driveways and where intrusive elements close to the roadway (steep 
embankments, trees) may necessitate guardrails or barriers. 
Communicate the grading design. 
1 0. Communicate the grading design as required in the brief or in the best way to ensure it 
is understood. Use explanatory notes and/or sketch details as necessary. 
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WORKSHEET SOLUTIONS 
The following pages contain solutions to the exercises in the Worksheets and to the three Projects. 
While some allowance must be made for slight differences in scale of the drawings caused by 
printing processes, your solution to the Worksheet exercises should not vary to any appreciable 
degree from the given solutions unless otherwise noted. 
Use these Worksheet and Project solutions in a positive, learning way: 
1. the solutions are included so you may check your understanding of grading and the 
accuracy of your work. Do not begin the Exercise by looking at the solution: 
understanding the criteria and evolving the form and direction of the grading design solution 
are inherent parts of each exercise; 
2. when your solution differs from the given solution, seek the reason. Check your 
understanding of the criteria, the methodology used in deriving a solution, your calculations, 
directions of gradients used in the given solutions, and your drafting accuracy; 
3. understand why errors/mistakes have been made and rectify them before proceeding to 
further exercises by producing the correct solution within tolerances mentioned above; 
4. endeavour continually to improve your grading and skills in its communication. Be as 
accurate as possible, be careful with line work, and include relevant supportive information 
by way of titles, scales, date, and explanatory notes. 
Note that there is no one correct grading design solution to any of the Projects. The criteria on 
which the given solutions are based are given for essential information. 
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SECTION 1 - LANDFORM INTERPRETATION 
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SECTION 2- CONTOUR INTERPOLATION 
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SECTION 3- THE G: D: L RELATIONSHIPS 
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SECTION 4- GRADING STANDARDS 
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SECTION 5- GRADING FOR PLATFORMS 
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SECTION 5 - GRADING FOR PLATFORMS 
PART A- PLATFORMS WITH CONSTANT SIDE LEVEL 
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SECTION 5- GRADING FOR PLATFORMS 
PART B- PLATFORMS WITH CROSSFALL 
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SECTION 6 - GRADING FOR DRAINAGE 
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SECTION 6 - GRADING FOR DRAINAGE 
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SECTION 7 - EXTENT OF EARTHWORKS 
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SECTION 8- GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
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SECTION 8 -GRADING FOR CIRCULATION 
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SECTION 10- GRADING DRAWINGS 
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SECTION 10 -GRADING DRAWINGS 
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SECTION 11 -QUANTITIES 
Worksheet 2 of 3 
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SECTION 11 - QUANTITIES 
Worksheet 3 of 3 
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Calculations of Quantities using Contour Method 
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SECTION 12 -GRADING DESIGN 
Project 1 - Carpark 
Note that the following drawing illustrates only one solution. 
1. All gradients shown are closely approximate; note that delineation of gradients 
constitutes design information only and generally would not be transferred to a 
construction drawing. 
2. The car parking areas have been graded the same in each case to generate a degree 
of unity, resulting in some minor but functionally and visually acceptable variation in the 
gradients of the pathways. 
3. Be aware that small changes to levels necessary to ensure either efficient drainage (for 
example against the raised walkway over the carparking area) or comfort of use (for 
example at the base of the stair which joins a sloping footpath which otherwise would 
result in a constantly changing riser) may be made during the construction; often these 
will be delineated by notes on the grading drawing. 
4. In most cases, gradients across lawn and planting areas are slight and would not 
require additional constructed drainage as part of the grading design. 
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SECTION 12 -GRADING DESIGN 
Project 2 - Monument 
Note that the following drawing illustrates only one of many possible satisfactory solutions 
to the grading design. 
1. Road profile recognises the low points crossing the watercourse and the high point of 
the ridge. 
2. Road longitudinal gradients are limited in number (1:20, 1:30, 1:15, 1:15). 
3. Road crossfalls are consistently inwards to maintain design intent of focus upon the 
monument and for driving ease. 
4. Vertical curves have been used where applicable. 
5. Curves are superelevated. 
6. Drainage patterns have been maintained. 
7. Piped culverts have been used, with entry to the lower via a field gully (to reduce visual 
impact). Alternatives are bridges or vertical walls along the outside edge of the verges 
forming linear headwalls to culverts. Pending above the lower culvert could be featured 
by using a simple weir construction. 
8. Footpath gradient from parking areas to the monument does not exceed 1:14. 
9. Retaining wall heights are within given limits. 
10. All trees are retained without detriment. 
11. The grading design solution recognises that where a road or pathway is curved, the 
gradient of edges will not be the same: outside edge is a flatter gradient; inside edge is a 
steeper gradient. These must be determined separately and calculations made along the 
appropriate gradients (verges, inside kerb, centreline, outside kerb) to locate the required 
contour and other levels. 
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SECTION 12 -GRADING DESIGN 
Project 3 - Street Intersection 
Note that the following drawing illustrates only one possible solution to this grading 
design. 
1. The differences between consecutive road gradients do not require the design of 
vertical curves. 
2. In order to ensure drainage into only the nominated kerb gullies, a low point has been 
established on the north side of the intersection and the gradient of the road east of the 
intersection is lower to ensure water flow. 
3. Stone pitching has been necessary at the lowest point to restrict earthworks to the 
right-of-way. 
4. All drainage has been resolved, including that associated with the houses. Note that 
the upper platform of House No 2 may be cut back behind the garage retaining wall to 
allow for adequate drainage behind the wall. 
5. Drainage from the eastern side of the intersection is indicative only; its design will 
depend upon the runoff volumes which may require larger field gullies (this could result in 
the raising of the road levels to ensure adequate cover for stormwater pipes). 
6. Boulder walls have been used with both houses to assist slope retention and to 
achieve the required extensions to the platforms. 
6. The tree between the footpath and the road has been removed; not only will it be 
severely damaged by the construction (there is no solution which can resolve this) but 
also it would be a sight and safety hazard if it could be retained. 
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